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L

ibrary Resources and Technical Services (LRTS), the
Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS) peer-reviewed journal, is supported by an
editorial board. The charge to the LRTS board is “to advise
the editor on matters relating to editorial policies and journal content, and to assist in the selection of contributors and
the evaluation of manuscripts.”1 The success of a scholarly
journal depends on its board as much as it does on authors
submitting high-quality papers. LRTS board members are
responsible for reviewing papers submitted to LRTS. Peer review has a lengthy
history dating back to 1665, when the Royal Society implemented the first peerreviewing or refereeing system to evaluate papers submitted to the British Royal
Society’s Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society.
LRTS uses a double-blind peer review—the reviewers do not know the
names or affiliations of the authors whose manuscripts they are evaluating and
authors do not know who the reviewers are. This is to ensure unbiased review.
As editor, I assign papers to board members for review on the basis of their
areas of expertise. They evaluate the submission in several areas: relevance to the
aims and scope of LRTS, documentation of sources and background information,
research methods (if a report of research), and presentation. Reviewers consider
the strength and logical structure of the paper and the significance of the topic
to the reader. I encourage reviewers to conduct substantive editing and recommend high-level revisions to the content and organization. We aim for a timely
response to author; reviewers have three weeks to complete their work, and I try
to complete my responsibilities within three weeks of receiving reviews.
Several board members who have been superb paper reviewers and LRTS
advisors left the editorial board following the 2012 ALA Annual Conference.
They are Allyson Carlyle (Continuing Resources Section representative), Leslie
Czechowski (Collection Management Section representative), and members-atlarge Lewis Brian Day, October R. Ivins, Edgar A. Jones, Randy Roeder, Carlen
Ruschoff, and Sarah Simpson (all of whom served two two-years terms), and
Rebecca L. Mugridge, who completed her one-year term as an intern. All have
actively solicited submissions during their tenure. Their diligence and energy will
be missed.
Continuing board members are Steven B. Carrico, Steven A. Knowlton,
Birdie MacLennan, Anne M. Sleeman, Elaine L. Westbrooks, Elise Thall Calvi
(Preservation and Reformatting Section representative), Lori Terrill (Cataloging
and Metadata Management Section representative), and Lynn N. Wiley (Acquisitions Section representative). Also continuing on the board are Norm Medeiros
(LRTS Book Review Editor) and Alice Platt (ALCTS Newsletter Online Editor).
New members joining the board after the 2012 Annual Conference are
Julian Everett Allgood (Continuing Resources Section representative), David
Banush, Sian Dorian Brannon (Collection Management Section representative), Christopher J. Cronin, Nadine Ellero, Andrew S. Hart, Philip E. Schreur,
Michele Seikel, and Oksana Zavalina (as intern).
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A significant transition will occur during the next six
months. Mary Beth Weber has been appointed as the new
LRTS editor. Weber is head of central technical services
at Rutgers University Libraries and has been a member of
ALCTS since 1986. She edited ALCTS Newsletter Online
(ANO) from 2004 to 2010 and is the author of four books
and many peer-reviewed articles. Weber and I will work
closely together until she officially assumes her responsibilities as editor in January 2013.
Fortunately, we do not expect a transition in another
position essential to producing an excellent journal. Tim
Clifford, our production editor (American Library Association Production Services), ensures that each issue is copyedited and laid out for publication on schedule. He patiently
explains nuances of grammar and style that can mystify
me. Clifford is now working in both the print world and
the digital world as we offer the familiar print journal and
the new e-version of LRTS. Please visit the eLRTS website
(alcts.metapress.com) if you have not done so. Christine
McConnell in the ALCTS office provides us another form of
stability. Christine has oversight of ALCTS publications and

is ALCTS staff liaison to the editorial board. She has worked
diligently to implement eLRTS.
I cannot close my last editorial for LRTS without a few
personal observations. “Lately it occurs to me what a long,
strange trip it’s been.” I became LRTS editor in April 2003
and never thought that I would keep that position for more
than nine years. I have worked with fabulous editorial board
members, outstanding authors, and excellent staff. During
my tenure, we implemented an online editorial management system and, recently, eLRTS. I read 367 submissions
and shepherded some 45 percent to publication. I learned
about the challenges that librarians face and the solutions they are developing, was introduced to new areas of
research, and learned from papers written by experts who
have challenged our assumptions. But it is time for me to
move on “for the times they are a-changin’.”
Reference
1. Association for Library Collections and Technical Services,
LRTS Editorial Board, www.ala.org/alcts/mgrps/cmtes/ats-lrts
(accessed June 9, 2012).
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Association for Library
Collections and
Technical Services
Annual Report 2011–12
Betsy Simpson, 2011–12 ALCTS President

E

ach year serves as a foundation for future Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS) activities, and this was no less true
in 2011–12. ALCTS continued to make progress on several fronts and forged
new ground as well. The implementation of an innovative strategic plan to guide
ALCTS, effective use of task forces to address significant issues, and creative
efforts to broaden virtual participation were among the steps taken during the
year to strengthen and energize the association.

Strategic Plan

Betsy Simpson (betsys@uflib.ufl.edu)
is Chair, Cataloging and Metadata
Department, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida.

At the 2011 American Library Association Annual Conference, the ALCTS board
approved a new kind of strategic plan, one that is flexible and focused on critical issues. The Planning Committee, chaired by Norm Medeiros, collaborated
across the division to track progress this year and monitor new areas of interest.
The current target areas include (1) explaining what we are about and what we
do; (2) improving how we operate; (3) sustaining ALCTS as a vibrant, relevant
organization; and (4) supporting standards development, implementation, and
dissemination. At each Annual Conference, the board will review the plan and
adapt it to meet changing needs.
The Transforming Collections Task Force, chaired by Mary Beth Thomson,
made great strides in its first year toward carrying out its charge to examine how
ALCTS can complement the ALA Strategic Plan 2011–2015 goal to provide
“leadership in the transformation of libraries and library services in a dynamic
and increasingly digital information environment.”1 To this end, the task force
launched a micro-grant program to support and encourage innovative practices,
emerging technologies, and innovation in collections. Two micro-grants up to
$1,500 will be funded annually for small projects or research initiatives in support
of transforming collections. “Transforming Collections,” a program at the 2012
Annual Conference sponsored by the task force, fostered stimulating discussion
about advances affecting library collections.
In relation to ALA’s 2011–2015 Strategic Plan goal area about advocacy, the
ALCTS board formed the Advocacy Task Force in fall 2011, chaired by Mary
Beth Weber, to look at what advocacy means within the context of ALCTS.
ALCTS’ liaisons to the ALA Advocacy Coordinating Group and the ALA Legislative Assembly are among the task force members. The task force will define
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ALCTS’ role in advocacy and recommend what steps, if any,
ALCTS should take to enhance its advocacy efforts.

Education
ALCTS excelled in its continuing education and program offerings this year. With 3,000 subscribers, ALCTS’s
monthly e-forums attracted a broad range of practitioners to
discuss topics as diverse as data management, telecommuting, and discovery tools. ALCTS’s web courses continued
to be of great interest, at times sold out. More than thirty
webinars, 25 percent dealing with RDA, were presented
during the year to sizeable audiences.2 ALCTS held a fiveday Virtual Midwinter Symposium, two three-day Virtual
Annual preconferences, an in-person symposium at the 2012
ALA Midwinter Meeting, and two in-person preconferences
at the 2012 ALA Annual Conference. ALCTS’ sections and
interest groups coordinated a wide variety of conference
forums and programs. The ALCTS/Association of College
and Research Libraries Joint President’s Program featuring
Duane Bray, Head of IDEO Global Digital Business, was
an excellent example of cross-divisional collaboration. This
remarkable track record is a reflection of much hard work
on the part of ALCTS’ sections, interest groups, and committees, especially the Continuing Education Committee
and Program Committee, and, of course, the ALCTS office.
The Task Force to Convene a Meeting with Library
Educators, co-chaired by Tony Olson and Heather Moulaison, successfully completed its charge to plan and convene
a meeting with library and information science educators
and ALCTS members to discuss education for bibliographic
control. A program titled “Bibliographic Control: A Meeting
between Educators and Practitioners,” held at the Midwinter Meeting, was jointly sponsored by the Association for
Library and Information Science Education (ALISE) and is
expected to continue as a biennial ALCTS/ALISE offering.

Publications
eLRTS, a searchable, digital version of the ALCTS division
journal, Library Resources and Technical Services (LRTS),
was launched in April 2012. The eLRTS website (alcts.metapress.com) provides a searchable, digital archive of LRTS
issues back to 1996. The eLRTS website offers unlimited
simultaneous access for subscribing institutions, the ability
to purchase individual articles, and personalization tools.
Two new editors began their appointments in July 2011.
Alice Platt took the helm as the editor of the ALCTS Newsletter Online (ANO) and Jeanne Drewes as the editor of the
ALCTS Paper Series. Mary Beth Weber assumed her role as
editor designate of LRTS beginning July 2012, working with

current editor Peggy Johnson through December 2012, when
Weber will take over as editor. ALCTS is very fortunate to
have such an energetic and visionary publications team.
The Publishing Review Task Force, chaired by Mary
Case, was charged by the ALCTS board in August 2011 to
recommend strategic directions for the ALCTS publishing
program, taking into consideration issues in the broader
publishing world. The task force activities included drafting
a mission statement for the ALCTS publishing program,
conducting an environmental scan to identify challenges
and trends in publishing, assessing the relationship among
all ALCTS publishing segments, determining new and currently under-represented areas of focus and possible new
opportunities for members to contribute, and identifying
infrastructure needs to advance ALCTS’ publishing program.

Standards
In spring 2012, the ALCTS board appointed the Standards Task
Force, chaired by Cindy Hepfer, to examine ALCTS’s role in
standards development and make recommendations for standards involvement. The task force will conduct an environmental scan of the standards universe relevant to ALCTS,
review ALCTS’s current participation in standards development, identify gaps in ALCTS standards coverage, and recommend a division-level approach to standards involvement.
In addition, the ALCTS board approved in principle the
creation of an ALCTS/Library Information and Technology
Association (LITA) Metadata Standards Committee and is
seeking the support of the LITA. The Reference and User
Services Association (RUSA) has been asked to appoint a liaison to the group. The board expects the committee to play a
leadership role in the creation and development of metadata
standards for bibliographic information. Specific tasks will
include reviewing and evaluating proposed standards; recommending approval of standards in conformity with ALA
policy; establishing a mechanism for the continuing review of
standards, including the monitoring of further development;
providing commentary on the content of various implementations of standards to concerned agencies; and maintaining liaison with concerned units within ALA and relevant
outside agencies.

Virtual Participation
To improve how ALCTS operates virtually, the board
approved a change in the date when appointments are effective. Beginning with the 2012 Annual Conference, appointment terms will begin at the Annual Conference and run
through the next Annual Conference. This will permit the
majority of ALCTS division and section committees to meet
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in-person only at the Annual Conference and rely on virtual
meetings throughout the year. The change offers several
advantages, including a smoother transition from one committee to the next due to the membership overlap at the
Annual Conference and the incoming committees’ ability
to jump start next year’s agenda, based on consultation with
outgoing committee members. Face-to-face introductions
at the Annual Conference will bolster connections for virtual interactions. The move will promote a virtual meeting
mindset because committees will be less inclined to focus
productivity around two in-person meetings and encouraged to meet throughout the year virtually. Appointing
officers will be asked to minimize multiple appointments
for individual members, thus reducing meeting conflicts at
the Annual Conference, which should increase volunteer
opportunities. ALCTS hopes this move demonstrates an
understanding of the financial constraints affecting member
attendance at conferences and a desire to be responsive to
member input. Finally, the shift away from in-person meeting at the Midwinter Meeting will be consistent with ALA’s
plan for an education focus, rather than a business focus, for
the Midwinter Meeting.
The Preservation and Reformatting Section (PARS)
was instrumental in furthering ALCTS’ goal to expand virtual participation. At the 2012 Midwinter Meeting, PARS
offered a live stream of the PARS Forum, which included
five speakers in three separate locations, a live audience, and
numerous virtually connected attendees. PARS also spearheaded an Emerging Leaders project to investigate virtual
conference attendance.
This spring the ALCTS board held its first virtual meeting, following the lead of a growing number of ALCTS committees, interest groups, and task forces that are using the
GoToMeeting software to interact between conferences and
are experimenting with synchronous communication tools
at conferences. ALCTS has reached a tipping point where
members are more familiar with and welcoming of a virtual
meeting environment for accomplishing association business.

Bylaws Revision
Through a special ballot held in fall 2012, ALCTS members overwhelmingly voted in favor of the Bylaws revisions
resulting from the dissolution of the Council of Regional
Groups (CRG). The ALCTS Affiliate Relations Committee is continuing the work of CRG under a more versatile
structure for promoting the activities of ALCTS affiliate
groups by assisting them with information and advice for
their programs and providing a forum for networking and
sharing best practices and program ideas. The committee
also advises ALCTS about the interests and continuing
education needs of the affiliates and serves as a major communications medium between the affiliates and ALCTS

and among the affiliates themselves with a large focus on
continuing education efforts.

Preservation Week
The third annual Preservation Week, chaired by Julie
Mosbo, was held April 22–28, 2012. Steve Berry, bestselling
author and preservation activist, was named the first national spokesperson for the event and keynoted the kickoff event
at the Midwinter Meeting with a very entertaining and wellattended talk. Through his Preservation Week presentations
and public service announcements, Berry brought additional attention to the need to preserve our community and
cultural heritage. With hundreds, if not thousands, of social
media posts, tweets, and Facebook “likes” during the event,
as well as a series of successful webinars, 2012 was a winning
year for Preservation Week.

Awards
Pamela Bluh, associate director for technical services and
administration at the Thurgood Marshall Law Library of
the University of Maryland, received the Ross Atkinson
Lifetime Achievement Award for her long and distinguished
record of service to ALCTS. For their seminal article,
“Assessing the Cost and Value of Bibliographic Control,”
Erin Stalberg, head of Metadata and Cataloging at North
Carolina State University, and Christopher Cronin, director of Technical Services at the University of Chicago, were
awarded the Edward Swanson Memorial Best of LRTS
Award. The Esther J. Piercy Award, which recognizes outstanding contributions to the field by a new librarian, was
given to Tim Strawn, director of Information Resources and
Archives at California Polytechnic State University. These
and other meritorious ALCTS members were honored at
the 2012 ALCTS awards ceremony.
With a forward-thinking and engaged membership and
outstanding support from the ALCTS office, ALCTS is well
positioned to build on past achievements and face the challenges ahead with confidence. ALCTS will succeed in its
mission because ALCTS members are open to new ideas
and willing to take strategic risks for the betterment of the
association and our libraries.
References
1. American Library Association, Strategic Plan 2011–2015
(Chicago: ALA, 2011): 4, www.ala.org/aboutala/files/mission
history/plan/strategic%20plan%202015%20documents/
strategic_plan_2.pdf (accessed May 30, 2012).
2. RDA: Resource Description & Access (Chicago: ALA; Ottawa: Canadian Library Association; London: CILIP: Chartered
Institute of Library and Information Professionals, 2011).
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The Academy Unbound
Linked Data as Revolution
Philip Evan Schreur

Linked data has the potential to revolutionize the academic world of information
creation and exchange. Basic tenets of what libraries collect, how they collect,
how they organize, and how they provide information will be questioned and
rethought. Limited pools of bibliographic records for information resources will
be enhanced by data captured at creation. By harvesting the entire output of the
academy, an immensely rich web of data will be created that will liberate research
and teaching from the limited, disconnected silos of information that they are
dependent on today.

A

revolution is at hand, one that is potentially as world-altering as the development of the web. And, as are most truly transformative revolutions, it is
driven by a simple concept: in this case, linked data. Linked data has the potential
to change most aspects of the universe of information creation and exchange. As a
primary purveyor of information, the academy will be at the nexus of this revolution. The information infrastructure of this world will be dramatically altered as
basic tenets of what it collects and how it collects, organizes, and provides information are questioned and rethought. Much has been said about linked data, its
ties to the Semantic Web, and its application for libraries, but what is it exactly
and how does it work?
This paper aims to answer these questions by defining linked data, discussing
problems with libraries’ focus on bibliographic records, and exploring the potential of linked data as a solution in a rapidly evolving global discovery environment.
A new discovery approach developed by the Bibliothèque nationale de France is
presented as a service that takes advantage of the potential of linked data.

Philip Evan Schreur (pschreur@stanford
.edu) is Head, Metadata Department
in Technical Services, Stanford University
Libraries, Stanford, California. .
Submitted March 12, 2012; tentatively accepted, pending modest revision
April 4, 2012; revision submitted May
7, 2012, and accepted for publication
May 12, 2012.

What Is Linked Data?
Linked data has so much potential because it is imbedded in the fabric of the
web. As more aspects of professional and private life move to the cloud, the way
in which information is stored and linked on the web becomes crucial. The four
tenets of linked data are simple: (1) use URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers)
to name resources on the web; (2) use HTTP URIs so someone can find the
resources; (3) have the information provided by the link be useful, and provide
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that information using standards (RDF, SPARQL); and (4)
provide links to other URIs so people can discover related
information.1
Linked data are commonly published using the
Resource Description Framework (RDF).2 Each expression in RDF has a subject, a predicate, and an object. This
simple structure allows anyone to make simple assertions
about anything, for instance, The Raven (subject) has author
(predicate) Edgar Allan Poe (object). Ideally, both the subject and object would be represented by URIs (a string of
characters used to identify a name or resource on the web)
and the statement itself expressed using an XML-based syntax. By using RDF, applications can exchange information on
the web without loss of meaning. Because RDF is a widely
used model, information expressed with it can be used by
many applications and applications can be developed to take
advantage of this growing pool of data.
RDF is a model of entities and relationships. As such,
it is well adapted to be the basis of an entity-relationship
model in support of linked data.3 A strength of this model
is that it allows anyone to make assertions about anything.
Equally powerful is that any two entities may be linked and,
through this process, an immensely rich web of data can be
created. Although nothing requires that these statements
are true (e.g., “The Raven has author Philip Schreur” is an
equally valid statement in RDF as “The Raven has author
Edgar Allen Poe”), anyone may correct invalid statements.
Through this iterative process of data use and correction,
the web of data becomes richer and more reliable; this is
crowdsourcing at a truly international level.

Breaking the Tyranny of Records
Since the days of the card catalog, libraries have focused on
bibliographic records. These discreet bundles of information supply metadata about resources in collections. Their
record structure is carefully controlled, and access points
such as names, subjects, or series come from recognized
thesauri and carefully curated authority files. Even with the
transition to online catalogs made possible by the development of MARC by Henriette Avram in the 1960s, the focus
has remained on records.4 The information they contain
is fractured into various fields and subfields and stored
in relational databases where they can be associated and
maintained. Theories of bibliographic control arose over
time.5 The possibility of effectively organizing and retrieving resources by using controlled description, analysis, and
classification seemed achievable as libraries dealt with finite
information in a closed system.
The integrated library system (ILS) was developed
to take advantage of bibliographic records within all of
the library’s functional areas (acquisitions, cataloging,

circulation, etc.), and bibliographic utilities such as OCLC
and SkyRiver help libraries exchange these records between
their various systems. Collaborative efforts such as the Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC) and the American
Library Association (ALA) help maintain standards for these
records so libraries can be assured of quality data as they
exchange their work.
This preoccupation with bibliographic records has
drawbacks. First, many institutions began to favor their own
particular version of a bibliographic record. Even though
OCLC might espouse the use of the master record in its
database, libraries are free to alter and enhance the copy of
that record in their local databases. Corrections to perceived
errors in other’s cataloging, missing data elements, and local
practices can be incorporated into an in-house version of the
record designed to meet local users’ needs. Large numbers
of staff are dedicated to this work at enormous cost. As the
number of records grows, so does the cost of attempting to
maintain them.
A second drawback is that a relational database is,
by definition, a closed system. For a patron to discover a
resource in the online catalog, a bibliographic record for
it must be present in the system. Bibliographic records for
many of the resources a library owns may never appear
in the catalog because of a shortage of staff to create the
records needed. In considering the amount of resources
on the web, the problem grows by orders of magnitude.
Within a world of limited staffing and records in relational
databases, consistent access to the web of data is impossible.
Linked data, however, is not focused on bibliographic
records but individual statements of fact. No discreet
records need to be maintained in a local ILS, and no master
records need to be maintained in a world-wide relational
database. Instead, massive collections of triples in triple
stores (i.e., RDF databases) will suffice.6 By bypassing the a
priori need for a record, linked data frees libraries from the
cycle of record creation, maintenance, and deletion. Valuable staff time can be freed from these activities, and the
confines of the relational database can be broken.

Beyond the Curated Catalog
Libraries have spent decades, sometimes centuries, carefully
selecting the resources to add to collections. This process of
curation has focused collections on the needs of individual
communities over time, giving individual collections their
unique point of view. The records in local catalogs reflect
the discovery needs of individual communities, a closely knit
cycle of acquisition and access. Local catalogs, however, are
flawed in several ways.
Large parts of collections never appear to any great
depth in the library’s catalog. Archival materials are a notable
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example. These holdings are often accessible through paper
finding aids, or, if electronic, described in the Encoded
Archival Description format (EAD). Institutions also are
notorious for creating stand-alone databases in a variety of
transient formats for accessing discreet collections, but by
doing so they isolate this content from broader discovery.
By strongly advantaging the purchase of large, generic
e-book packages, e-book vendors inadvertently promote
the breakdown of a collection’s point of view. Institutions
also might choose to load large quantities of copyright-free
digital books (such as those available from the HathiTrust),
making their collections even more generic. As individual
collections become more generic, community ties to those
collections reflected in the local catalog weaken.
Recently, libraries have explored means of loading
nontraditional bibliographic records directly into enhanced
discovery environments. The metadata for these resources,
however, are often nonstandard, tailored to a specific collection, and do not integrate well within the broader context of
the traditional catalog. By merging these collections, libraries can join silos of information, but inconsistent metadata
choices keep them isolated at the data level.
As more and more substantial information appears on
the web, many library patrons have shifted their discovery
there. With Google indexing library catalog records, patrons
have a good chance of finding library materials on the web
but no chance of finding the breadth of data available on
the web in library catalogs. At first glance, this movement of
patrons to the web seems puzzling after libraries have spent
so much time curating collections and carefully grooming
catalog records, but the direction is very clear. As collections become less and less distinctive and data on the web
becomes more and more pervasive, the process of discovery
has turned outward. If libraries are to meet patrons’ need
for more comprehensive information discovery, they must
move beyond curated catalogs and provide discovery environments based on the web and its architecture.

Beyond MARC
Libraries have always focused on the content of their local
collections. With limited funds, libraries must select materials carefully, taking into account both current uses of
the collection and anticipation of future needs. Once the
content has been acquired, it must be made discoverable
or the acquisition process is pointless. To do this, libraries have relied on bibliographic surrogates as discovery
vehicles. With carefully controlled access points and consistent descriptive structure, these surrogates populate library
catalogs and make library assets discoverable.
As impressive as these surrogates are, they pale before
the resources themselves. A serial record gives no hint to

the plethora of articles a serial title contains. Multivolume
monographs may contain any number of immensely important resources. Records for Festschriften and other collective formats may or may not include a table of contents
note detailing the articles they contain. E-books offer a bit
more flexibility. Publishers may assign ISBNs to chapters,
paragraphs, charts, or other parts of a book if they intend to
sell them separately, but these individual chapters will need
descriptive metadata in their own right.
To help fill this gap, libraries look to vendors to supply
enhanced content for resources they have acquired. Vendors
such as Nielsen Bookdata Service (www.nielsenbookdata
.co.uk) provide not only tables of contents, but book covers,
author biographies, short and long descriptions, short and
long reviews, and promotional information. These enhanced
data can give patrons a better idea of what a resource actually contains and provide better tools for evaluating content
quality. These enhanced data can feed more elaborate
search tools that can give patrons new windows on discovery.
All this additional content can be problematic, however. It is overpowering, overwhelming, and challenges
librarians’ traditional concept of a discovery environment.
Although library discovery environments have experienced
tremendous improvements in searching, the presentation
of content has been nearly static. The initial display screen
typically replicates the initial card in the card catalog. Real
estate is limited and only a selected amount of information
can be displayed. Because much of the information is generated from MARC data, which was created to communicate
information used to generate the cards for catalogs, the display of this information often carries the feel of that earlier
display. The problem is that supplemental information, such
as a three-page review, does not fit into this concept. These
data enhancements often have no place in the MARC format, and, if they did, displaying this content would present
challenges. A choice must be made as to what information
is suppressed from the initial screen to make room for these
enhancements, and the library runs the risk of patrons finding that enhanced data more irritating than useful.
In addition to these more traditional resources and
enhanced descriptions, libraries have many untapped sources of content surrounding them. An academic environment
is an incredibly rich one. Faculty and students are continually creating new data in their everyday activities. Class syllabi
and reading lists capture curated data on particular subjects,
datasets support research and publications, and all these
data feed on themselves in a continuous cycle of growth, yet
little is captured or shared across the academic enterprise.
One example can be seen in the research generated by
students in a course in paleography taught at Stanford University. As a project, each class member chooses an unidentified, loose manuscript fragment in the Stanford collection.
The student must identify the fragment of text it contains,
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identify the style of writing, and give an approximate date of
creation. Over the years, a tremendous amount of scholarship has been generated on these anonymous manuscript
fragments, but all those data are trapped in the reports
generated for the class. These supplemental data could be
of tremendous help to scholars examining the medieval fragments Stanford holds and perhaps in matching them to fragments in other collections. But unless the paper files from
the course are requested through the service desk in Special
Collections, no one will ever see them.
This project is only a small example of the wealth of
information that the academy creates in its day-to-day
functioning. How should these data be made available? To
create catalog records for each project in every class would
be impossible and the records themselves would poorly represent the depth of information the reports contain. Minimal
records, although simpler to create, would negatively affect
the sophisticated faceting in new discovery environments.
Discovery becomes the crucial factor and more bibliographic records cannot be the answer.

Role of Metadata
Metadata are critical in any discovery environment and
metadata come in many guises. Publishers communicate
bibliographic information through ONIX, a standard equally
as complex as MARC but focused on communicating information within the publishing industry. Various schemas
exist for encoding bibliographic data outside of the book
trade such as DC or MODS. Metadata may be embedded
within web documents themselves through a set of attributelevel extensions to XHTML following the RDF data model
(RDFa).7 Publishers with large article databases may develop their own internal formats for organizing information.
At present, however, most library discovery environments
are based on MARC records for discreet resources: books,
journals, maps, videos, etc.
In a linked data environment, these MARC records
often are seen as a prime, preliminary source of information.
All the effort that catalogers have put into controlled subject access, controlled names, classification, and consistent
description has made MARC records extremely desirable.
Because any library foray into linked data must begin with
its collection of MARC records, a closer look at that format
is worthwhile.
Figure 1 offers a typical MARC catalog record for a
sound recording. The record is quite impressive. It gives a
description of the medium, the contents, the years of performance, controlled subject headings, and analytical entries
for all the individual musical works it contains, and it displays
the information in an easily digestible structure for the eye.
Anyone glancing at this record can see that it represents a

Figure 1. MARC Record for Sound Recording

recording of Fritz Kreisler performing a selection of violin
music. The musical works are clearly articulated and responsibilities are clear from glancing at the record as a whole.
Much of the semantic meaning in this example can
only be derived from the entire bibliographic record. The
human eye can easily see that the main entry is Fritz Kreisler
and that he is a violinist, that the piece by Joseph Sulzer is
for violin and piano, and that the Mozart Violin concerto
is accompanied by the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Landon Ronald. Also, if the patron liked the
composition by Sulzer, he or she could follow the subject
heading “Violin and piano music” to find similar works.
This dependence on a complete bibliographic record
for semantic meaning is a holdover from the card catalog.
The MARC format allowed these records to be transformed
into electronic documents and shared internationally, but
they are still bibliographic records, and to be understood,
must be evaluated as a whole. Individual statements such
as “Fritz Kreisler, violin, with various accompaniments”
or “Recorded 1904–1924” are meaningless out of context.
RDF, however, is a model that allows for the creation of a
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series of independent statements. The publishing of MARC
records as RDF triples has to overcome two great obstacles.
The first is the concept of the bibliographic record and the
second is the inability of the MARC communication format
to convey semantic meaning clearly.
Realizing how much information the mind supplies is
difficult. One sees from the author field that Fritz Kreisler
is listed as a creator and, from the participant note, that
he is a violinist. From the contributor field, one sees the
recording includes Efrem Zimbalist and, from the contents
note, that he also is a violinist. From the contents note, one
sees that Kreisler performs a piece by Tchaikovsky (“Chant
sans paroles”) that was originally for piano, from the analytical added entries that this piece is from Tchaikovsky’s work
“Souvenir de Hapsal,” and from the subject headings that
the correct Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH)
term for this work is “Violin and piano music, Arranged.”
Nothing in the bibliographic record itself, though, meaningfully links this information together. The human mind
makes these logical associations
The MARC format was created to communicate clearly
the information encoded in card catalogs, and, in this, has
been very successful. Although perpetuating the concept of
the bibliographic record, MARC very clearly articulates and
differentiates all the elements in the record. By turning these
bibliographic records into an electronic form, MARC has
allowed for the development of the ILS, the online catalog,
programs such as the PCC, and organizations such as OCLC.
However, MARC is used exclusively by the library community. As libraries seek to encompass all the data generated both
within their institutions and throughout the world, they must
stretch far beyond MARC. In the semantic world of linked
data, these MARC records themselves are inarticulate.
The need for a replacement for MARC has been discussed for many years. On October 1, 2011, the Library of
Congress (LC) released the initial plan for its Bibliographic
Framework Transition Initiative.8 The initiative will be international in scope and designed to “reap the benefits of newer
technology while preserving a robust data exchange that has
supported resource sharing and cataloging cost savings in
recent decades.”9 One of the key requirements for the initiative is the “accommodation of textual data, linked data with
URIs instead of text, and both. It is recognized that a variety
of environments and systems will exist with different capabilities for communicating and receiving and using textual
data and links.”10 Undoubtedly this effort will take years to
complete, and considerations such as backward compatibility
will be of prime concern. But this transition to an exchange
format that has buy-in beyond the confines of the library
community, is compatible with other communication formats, and has greater semantic understandability in a linked
data environment will be the single most important element
in the transition to linked data that the library world faces.

Why Linked Data?
Various groups have sought to answer this question. From
June 27 to July 1, 2011, Stanford University hosted several
librarians and technologists to examine the use of linked
data in the academic environment.11 The hope was that
participants at the linked data workshop could both confront
the challenge of planning a multinational, multi-institutional
discovery environment and lay the groundwork for its development. One of the most interesting products of the workshop was a series of value statements as to why a linked data
approach was worth pursuing:
• Linked Open Data (LOD) puts information where
people are looking for it—on the web.
• LOD can expand discoverability of our content.
• LOD opens opportunities for creative innovation in
digital scholarship and participation.
• LOD allows for open continuous improvement of
data.
• LOD creates a store of machine-actionable data on
which improved services can be built.
• Library LOD might facilitate the breakdown of the
tyranny of domain silos.
• LOD can provide direct access to data in ways that
are not currently possible, and provides unanticipated
benefits that will emerge later as the stores of LOD
expand exponentially.12
As people shift to the web as their first point of discovery, library resources need to be represented there.
Although catalog records may appear on the web, much of
the meaning embedded in the MARC coding is lost. For the
most part, the data in these records are treated by search
engines as blocks of text. By using RDF, however, important
information encoded by the MARC tags can be translated
into triples that carry semantic meaning for machine processing. Each one of these elements can be recorded as a
URI that can link these data points to matching data points
within the web of data. The RDA (Resource Description
and Access) Vocabularies have been published on the
Open Metadata Registry, making its element sets and value
vocabularies available for all to use.13 Standard thesauri and
authority files are becoming available as source URIs for
linked data through such sites as the Library of Congress
Authorities and Vocabularies website (id.loc.gov). By intelligent conversion of library MARC records to machine
resolvable RDF triples, the semantic meaning in the records
can be realized in individual statements. By moving these
statements to the web, the data becomes a vital, structural
part of the Semantic Web.
This initial transition would fulfill many of the value
statements of the Stanford Linked Data Workshop. By
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converting bibliographic data to linked data, libraries move
their data to the web (value statement 1) and so expand
their discoverability (value statement 2). This linked, open
data store then becomes available for anyone to experiment
with developing new applications (value statement 3) and,
because the bibliographic data are encoded as linked data,
they can be understood semantically for machine processing (value statement 5). Because linked data are format
agnostic, any schema (MARC, Dublin Core (DC), Metadata
Object Description Schema (MODS)) or any file format
(FileMaker Pro, Luna, etc.) can be converted to linked data.
All the data silos that have evolved during the last fifty years
can finally be broken down (value statement 6). Because the
data are there on the web, they are available for anyone to
correct and improve (value statement 4). Last, as libraries
move beyond their metadata into the data itself and link
at an elemental level, they exponentially expand the data
to which scholars have direct access (value statement 7).
But the academic environment is far richer than its MARC
records and has much more to offer the web of data.

into a costly size upgrade of their system. In an effort to
embrace as much data as possible to compete better with
the web, libraries are twisting their current environments to
behave in ways they never were meant to act. Ultimately, the
disconnection between their inherent structure and expectations will lead to a breakdown.
In contrast to a relational database, a linked data
environment has no bounds. It is open and dynamic. Data
are continually added as more and more RDF stores are
exposed for harvesting and linking. In addition, a linked data
environment is an interactive one. Users can make persistent
links of their own and correct faulty links made by others.
The system grows, enhances, and corrects itself with use.
Work done by scholars in one part of the world becomes
available to everyone as their data, and corrections to existing data, are recorded as RDF triples and are made available
to linked data stores. This free and open exchange of data
becomes the basis of a global discovery environment. Silos
of information, frozen in separate environments, countries,
and formats become available to all.

Discovery

Bibliothèque nationale de France

Discovery is a key issue in any knowledge environment yet
libraries’ current relational databases have been pushed to
the limit both by the growing volume of resources and the
constraints of current systems. Traditional ILS environments
have required that bibliographic records be ingested in the
MARC format, and so much effort is spent mapping data
elements from DC, MODS, EAD, article metadata, Excel
spreadsheets, local schemes, etc., to MARC fields. Because
many other data formats are not as complex as MARC, or
complex in a different way, much semantic meaning can be
lost in this transition. Because libraries’ complex discovery
environments depend on the complexity of the MARC
format for many of their features, this new information fits
poorly into the data store and new discovery features, such
as faceting, become corrupted.
In a relational database, which is a closed system with
all data contained within its indexes and related to specific
fields within its environment, discovery relies on the fields
defined in the system. Similar elements, such as author, are
grouped by definition of the format in which the data were
ingested. These fields are predefined and all data must fit
into them. A user can explore only what is contained in a
certain field or relationships defined by the records’ construct, but cannot leave the environment to make deeper
connections other than by the few links explicitly encoded
in the records.
Practical ILS complications also are in play. The cost of
an ILS system often depends on the size of the database that
it must handle. This explosion of records can push libraries

An impressive demonstration of what is possible using RDF
to fashion a discovery environment has been created by the
Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) (data.bnf.fr). This
platform pulls together information on major authors from
various data sources worldwide. In addition, all the data
found are published as RDF triples and made available to
others under an open data license.14 More than six million
triples are available for harvesting. For many authors, a
tremendous amount of information is collated, including
biographical information, editions and translations of their
works, illustrators of their publications, works about the
author, musical settings, biographical sketches, holdings
from the BnF archives, and more.
The BnF clearly explains the data model.15 Not only
are directions on how to understand and use the data presented, but a description of the data itself is made explicit.
the BnF emphasizes the use of existing, registered schemas
and vocabularies such as RDF, Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS), DC, Friend of a Friend (FOAF), and
the various RDA vocabularies to foster interoperability. The
result is an elegant presentation of a wealth of resources
concerning a particular author and the availability of the data
in RDF triples for others to make use of or build on under
an Open Data license.
As an example, figure 2 shows the beginning of the entry
for Edgar Allen Poe as of February 2012. Certain elements
in the display are generated automatically and can vary
with time. By selecting “Liste des auteurs” and “P” in the
alphabetical display, a user may browse to the entry for Poe.
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Figure 3. Page Devoted to “The Raven” (“Le dorbeau”)

Figure 2. Beginning of Edgar Allen Poe Entry

The entry begins with brief biographical information and a
portrait. Beneath the author’s entry is a list of Poe’s major
works and then a list of all of his works broken down by field
of activity (e.g., author, librettist, etc.). To the right are listed
additional resources at the BnF itself (Gallica, Catalogue
général, BnF archives et manuscrits, Centre national de
la literature pour la jeunesse), other resources on the web
(Catalogue collectif de France, Europeana, Sudoc, OCLC),
and other sources of biographical information (Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), Wikipedia).
Of special interest might be Poe’s poem, “The Raven.”
By selecting this entry, the user navigates to a page devoted
to this work; see figure 3. On this page is the original language, date of creation, subject headings, and original title.
Beneath it, all the editions of the work as well as sound
recordings of the work are listed. By following the links to
the right, the user can pursue the holdings in Europeana
where one discovers illustrations from “The Raven” by
Éduard Manet and a videorecording of a lecture on the
works of selected poets including Edgar Allen Poe. By following the additional links provided in Europeana, one can
find other topics to explore, such as an image of the Poe
family headstone courtesy of the North Ayrshire Council
Museum Service and images of other famous illustrations
of Poe’s works from collections across Europe. By following the links to Gallica, one can find and access digitized
editions of “The Raven,” including the one translated by
Mallarmé and illustrated by Manet in 1875, articles on Poe,
works discussing his psychological disposition, correspondence of Mallarmé on Edgar Allan Poe, and so on.
Returning to Poe’s page (figure 2), 637 entries follow
his name. They include, as one would expect, editions and

translation of his works. Also included in the list are musical
settings of his works by such composers as Darius Milhaud
(Les Cloches), a facsimile of the autographed manuscript of
Tales and Songs from the Bible of Hell by Henri Pousseur,
and works based on Poe’s stories such as the unfinished
opera La Chute de la maison Usher by Debussy and a horror movie Le Vampire et le sang des vierges based on The
Pit and the Pendulum. A tremendous amount of information
concerning Poe, his works, and how they have been used
and adapted has been pulled together from various silos of
information and brought together for the first time.
One of the most fascinating academic additions is the
link to the BnF Archives et manuscrits. Through it, one can
find archival materials related to Poe and his works. One
such archive is that of Robert de Montesquiou, a famous personality in his own right at the end of the nineteenth century,
with social relationships with Bernhardt and Cocteau, among
others. His collection contains two portraits of Poe. Another
connection appears in the archive of Antonin Artaud, a
French playwright, poet, actor, and theater director. His collection includes a partial translation of Poe’s Annabel Lee.
Two aspects of the future of discovery in a linked data
environment are essential in this extraordinary site. The first
is linked data’s ability to pull together related information
that has been kept in separate silos. In the Poe example,
one sees traditional bibliographic information concerning many of Poe’s works and use of his works, links to the
museum community’s objects concerning Poe (the Poe
family headstone), additional holdings of works related to
Poe from across Europe (Europeana), digital versions of his
works, and archival holdings from the BnF related to Poe.
The amount and depth of information available to the user
is amazing. Equally important is that all this information is
available to others to use and upon which they can build.
The metadata model behind the data has been clearly and
publicly articulated and standard, international vocabularies
are used for data interoperability. The BnF made the data
available freely under an open license agreement so anyone
can easily ingest the data and build additional discovery
tools on top of it. As more and more sites publish their data
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as RDF triples and make them available, the global web of
data becomes richer and richer.

Fundamental Change
Fundamental changes to the basic functionality of the
library in an academic environment are inevitable as the
shift toward linked data occurs. Core functions such as collection development, preservation, cataloging, reference,
and patron services will evolve as the idea of an information
ecosystem takes hold and libraries find their place within it.
The concept of the collection and what libraries should
collect has been under discussion for several years. These
responsibilities, then, become more complex as libraries
try to capture and preserve not only the entire output of
the academy but also those materials in which academy
members are interested for their work. The act of curation
will expand from the process of selection in a limited world
of resources to include the collation of linked data nodes in
particular subject domains. Models that have been based on
bibliographic records are coming under elevated levels of
stress lately. As libraries make the shift to a new paradigm,
they must thoughtfully reconsider what it is they do and not
carry over what they have done in the past simply because
the model is familiar.
Perhaps the greatest shift will happen within library’s
technical services departments. Much time and effort has
gone into the creation and exchange of bibliographic records.
These records are expensive to create and to maintain. A
tremendous and costly redundancy results because they
are stored at the network level and at the local level, often
with significant local variations. Because of the cost of these
records, they can be created for only a small percentage of the
materials the library owns. As the question of what libraries
collect shifts toward what they provide access to, this model
of record creation and exchange becomes insupportable.
If libraries are to provide access to both the output of
the academy and all the data of which it makes use, they will
not be creating metadata surrogates for every resource. In
addition to more traditional bibliographic records, they will
need to harvest and store data as they are created by the
patrons themselves. The only thing on which libraries can
count is that these data will have no consistency.
Libraries will always need a database of defined library
assets. Orders for items will need to be placed, items that
are purchased will need to be tracked financially to the
satisfaction of the university, physical items will need to circulate, and collections will continue to move both within the
library’s facilities themselves and to remote storage. For all
of these activities, clear, accurate, and enduring records will
need to be maintained. The area of discovery is where real
change will take place.

Librarians have been very forgiving in the area of bibliographic description. Many catalogs contain bibliographic
records created according to the cataloging rules in place at
the time the item was cataloged. Records created according
to any of these rules sets may come in many different variations from brief, to core, to full, to completely locally defined.
Libraries may favor records created by the most authoritative institutions (e.g., the LC) or according to a consistent,
demanding standard (e.g., PCC) but, will accept nearly
any type of record either as a permanent representation of
the object or with the hope that someone, somewhere will
upgrade it at a later date. Brief records created by vendors
and record loads from other countries further complicate the
mix. What remains of unquestionable benefit, however, are
the controlled access points associated with these records.
Controlled access points are divided into two main areas
in bibliographic records: authoritative headings for names
and titles, and subject terms selected from recognized
thesauri such as LCSH. Each has a primary position in the
world of linked data but each presents unique problems that
will have different solutions.
Authority Control

Through the use of authority control, works by a specific
individual may be pulled together under one heading, for
instance, whether the author writes under various pseudonyms (e.g., Samuel Clemens/Mark Twain) or appears under
various forms of names (e.g., Philip Schreur, PE Schreur,
P. Evan Schreur). This basic principle of collation has been
a given in library catalogs and will remain a basic tenet of
linked data. How it will be achieved, however, is less clear.
A first option is through crowdsourcing. An individual
may not know that Samuel Clemens and Mark Twain are the
same person, but someone certainly does and may link these
forms of name at any time. Not only individuals, but services
such as Sameas.org or Freebase (www.freebase.com) may
make these associations as well. Not all the associations
made may be correct, but the associations are open to review
and, over time, the links between statements becomes more
and more consistent. According to this model, creating and
publishing the raw data to the web as soon as possible is better than waiting for an authoritative version of it to appear,
as libraries have done with bibliographic record creation in
the past.
A second option would be to create an entry for the person in some recognized, central registry. By doing this, the
effort needed to create this heading would be necessary only
once, and from that point on this heading would become the
link with which other data could be associated. This approach
has downsides, however. First, many different registries for
names exist: various national authority files, domain specific
data centers such as Mimas (mimas.ac.uk) or registries such
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as Open Research and Contributor ID (ORCID) (http://
about orcid.org) and growing international database made
available through the VIAF (http://viaf.org) and International Standard Name Identifier (ISNI) (www.isni.org). A
person’s name, however, may be registered in any one or
several of these systems. If librarians expect to harvest data
created by authors themselves, authors cannot be expected
to search each database to see if the name they wish to use
already exists. Given the amount of data that the library will
be ingesting, catalogers cannot be expected to establish this
number of additional headings by traditional means.
Two shifts in practice would make this option more
practical to implement. First, the rules for the form of entry
in many of these databases need to change. In the past,
these headings had to have a unique text string; it was the
string itself which provided the differentiation. The ability to make these unique strings was difficult to teach and
limited to a subset of catalogers. As linked data nodes, this
is no longer necessary. The only requirement is that enough
information is in the authority record itself so that a correct
link can be made. Headings themselves might be identical.
This change would open the door to almost anyone to register a name or for names to be registered automatically in
the process of data creation.
Second, the various name registries must be linked to
each other to provide an interlaced web of names. In this
way, simple name registries could be established for particular domains or geographic locations (e.g., ORCID or the LC
Name Authority File), and the links between these registries
could be created to join names at a global scale. Various
databases and registries (e.g., VIAF, ISNI) are attempting
to do this now and the preliminary results are promising.
Undoubtedly, no single approach will resolve this problem
and a combination of both is the most likely to occur.
Subject Access

Subject access is by far the more difficult area to handle.
Subject analysis has always been considered the most professional aspect of cataloging. A cataloger must not only assign
appropriate terms from a defined subject thesaurus—e.g.,
LCSH, Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)—but must
apply them consistently across all languages and historical
periods. Subject analysis poses two great challenges with
linked data. First, a wide variety of thesauri are used internationally, e.g., LCSH, and Répertoire d’autorité-matiére
encyclopédique et alphabétique unifié (RAMEAU), and
subject domain thesauri such as ATT. Second, the assignment of the subject terms is an intensely human process.
The cataloger must not only be familiar with the subject area
and language of the resource, but also be intimately aware of
the thesaurus itself to assign the most appropriate terms. By
applying these terms consistently, subject content is linked

across language families, historical periods, and formats.
To transition to a linked data environment, as with
names, the various subject thesauri must be linked. In
this way, parallel topics assigned by various thesauri can
be linked in an automated way and subject content pulled
together across subject and geographic domains. The LC
has already accomplished preliminary work in this arena
with the linking of LCSH and RAMEAU.16 The automatic
assignment of subject headings is by far the more difficult
goal to achieve. Preliminary attempts have been made by
organizations such as HighWire Press in which subject
assignments for journal literature are made through semantic analysis and automatic taxonomic indexing.17 As libraries
move away from the exclusive creation of records to capturing additional data at the point of origin, skilled technical
services staff will be using the same techniques that they
have employed in the analysis of individual resources to
develop and maintain systems capable of handling the automated assignment and reconciliation of controlled terms
within linked data environments.

Paradigm Shifts
The word is about, there’s something evolving,
whatever may come, the world keeps revolving
They say the next big thing is here,
that the revolution’s near,
but to me it seems quite clear
that it’s all just a little bit of history repeating18
This shift to a linked data model could affect every aspect of
the knowledge environment, creating an ecosystem in which
to work and share information. One should note, however,
that linking data are not a new interest in libraries. Through
the use of controlled headings and MARC linking fields,
libraries have always tried to link related information. By
enabling their discovery environments to accept more than
MARC records and utilize the power of linked data, libraries
will be able to digest a much larger part of the information
world. The RDF model is simply a technique for doing so.
Libraries could redo what they do now using RDF, but to
do so would simply be “all just a little bit of history repeating.”19 The importance of linked data as a technique is not
in its ability to allow libraries to do the same things they do
now in a new way, but rather its importance is the paradigm
shift it allows libraries to make. For this shift to take place,
four crucial changes are needed in the way data are created
and managed:
First, this linked data ecosystem presupposes a free
and open exchange of data, not a restricted exchange of
records. Data becomes something that is shared and built
on, not a commodity itself. The current model of academic
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bibliographic record exchange is filled with limitations.
Vendors charge for specialized access to enhanced content.
If access to information is purchased, its use and reuse is
restricted.
The paradigm shift to free and open data exchange is
happening already. In September 2011, the Conference of
European National Libraries (CENL) voted overwhelmingly to support the open licensing of their records.20 Eventually
all of the bibliographic records that these forty-six nations
produce will be available for re-use for any purpose under a
Creative Commons Universal Domain Dedication, or CC0.
The first data available will be the data these nations supply
to Europeana, but the rest will be made available as well.
As mentioned earlier, the BnF is making their data available under open license. In February 2012, the Ontology
Engineering Group (Spain) announced the launch of their
linked data initiative built on the library data of the Spanish
National Library.21 This initiative will publish both bibliographic and authority data in an RDF triple store under a
CC0 license. At the time of this writing, they have published
approximately 2.4 million bibliographic records and 4 million authority records generating 58 million RDF triples.
The German National Library also has set up a Linked Data
Service where it plans to distribute its entire stock of bibliographic and authority data free of charge for noncommercial use.22 In July 2011, the British Library announced the
release of a new approach to publishing the British National
Bibliography (2.8 million titles) according to a data model
developed in consultation with Talis.23 OCLC is making
its experimental linked data available under an Open Data
Commons Attribution License.24
The second important change is the shift from the creating, maintaining, exchanging, and storing records to the
linking of individual statements. RDF is a model used for
the creation of individual statements. These individual statements can be linked to each other, creating a dynamic web
of data far richer than anything seen previously. Because
these are statements, not records, patrons are able to finally
reach into documents to discover links at the chapter or even
paragraph level. All the data that have remained hidden to
discovery, on the web or in library catalogs, are exposed.
Given the cost of cataloging, accessing these data any other
way would be impossible. The transition will be a dramatic
one. Businesses and environments designed around the
exchange of records will eventually fade unless they revise
their business and data models.
Third, libraries must move from the exclusive creation of
records to the inclusion of data captured at the source. Currently, libraries have a talented cadre of catalogers creating
records for individual bibliographic resources. As libraries
come to embrace the entirety of information production,
this model cannot stand. As these people shift their attention to broader issues of authority control and controlled
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access, another solution is needed for creating the additional
data libraries wish to use. The only solution will be to have
the act of data creation itself generate the RDF triples that
can be used to link to other information in the web of data.
Researchers cannot be expected to create standardized information and controlled headings as library catalogers have
done in the past. New, automated means of data capture and
enhancement will need to be developed. The world of linked
data are a self-improving one as people make use of the data.
Discovery exclusively based on highly structured records
created by catalogers will shift to one based on a more
heterogeneous environment with quality assured through a
combination of automated processes and iterative use.
Finally, libraries will need to focus on effectively managing statements in triple stores, not on adding more records to
the catalog. In the current environment, libraries are continually searching for more resources. They put enormous effort
into adding non-MARC records to their discovery environments. Finding aids in EAD, records from digital repositories
in DC or MODS, even article level metadata by the millions
are forced into these environments. Unfortunately, what
makes these environments work so well is the complexity of
the MARC format and the sophisticated work on controlled
access points (names, subjects, etc.) that libraries have spent
many decades creating and maintaining. Faceted search is
one of the most notable of these recent developments. It has
opened the discovery experience in unmatched ways. However, these facets must appear in the records in the database
and the data must be entered in a clear, controlled way. As
new, less controlled records are added to this environment,
techniques such as faceting produce poorer and poorer
results. This creates an endless cycle of record loading and
optimization. The focus is on a limited set of records with the
best, precoordinated headings possible.
With linked data, the problem is exactly the opposite.
The amount of data will be overwhelming. Libraries will
move from a closed, relational database to something nearly
infinite. Applications will need to be developed that will
pull together information into usable domains, i.e., subareas
of knowledge that can be exploited at the discretion of the
individual patron. Often called the “killer app,” this development will be central to linked data’s acceptance. Without it,
the graph of data will become impossible to navigate.

Conclusion
Moving to a linked data environment, the model discussed
throughout this paper, has the power to completely alter
the way academia creates, maintains and explores data. The
entire work pattern of the academy will be changed. The
dependence on creating metadata surrogates for discreet
resources and associating them within a relational database
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for discovery will be a thing of the past. Industries built on
creating, maintaining, and sharing of these records will need
to radically reinvent themselves. Programs devoted to the
creation and standardization of these records will need to
vastly expand their scope.
The first steps in the paradigm shift are evident. The
LC is spearheading an effort that will replace the MARC
formats as the means of data communication and will be
embracing the shift to a linked data model. National libraries are publishing their bibliographic records as RDF triples
and are making them freely available under a CC0 license.
Applications such as those developed by the BnF or LinkedSailor (linksailor.com, a linked data browser) are already
exploiting this freely available data.
Much remains to be proved, however. Services must be
developed that will allow RDF triples to be generated as an
automated by-product of the work of the academy. Notions
of data enhancement and correction in an academic setting
by crowdsourcing have to be demonstrated. A killer application based on linked data principles that can replace current
discovery methods has yet to be developed.
Models such as the Stanford Linked Data Technology Plan attempt to resolve many of these questions.25 As
implementation techniques are planned, developed, and
adopted by an initial set of institutions, the transition to this
new model will gather momentum. The next few years will
be critical. True beginnings do not happen often and revolutions can be swift and unexpected. Libraries must be leaders
in this revolution. Information creation and exchange is the
raison d’etre of the academy. The time has come for a pivotal change in the entire information ecosystem and libraries cannot afford to let history simply repeat itself.
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Citation Analysis
Do Age and Types of Materials
Cited Correlate with Availability
of Appropriate Library of
Congress Subject Headings?
C. Rockelle Strader

This study is a citation analysis of a set of theses and dissertations in the Ohio
State University’s online catalog, for which the author-assigned keywords and
cataloger-assigned Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) are known.
Correlations are sought between the types and ages of resources cited and the
number of unique keywords and unique LCSH that were found. The author presents results found in three general discipline areas: arts and humanities, the social
sciences, and science, technology, engineering, and medicine.

T

he process of creating new Library of Congress subject headings (LCSH) can
be lengthy and consequently lag behind common use of terms in research.
New subject headings are proposed and established using literary warrant when
a cataloger is cataloging an item and is not satisfied with the available LCSH.
Subject cataloging requires consultation of reference works—to the extent that
relevant sources are available—to determine concepts and terminology that
prevail at the time the heading is created. Does the currency of subject headings
correlate with specific disciplines or larger fields of study? Does their availability
correlate with the type of literature published in a field or with the type of literature most often cited in that field’s literature?
The research reported here explores these issues through a citation analysis
of a set of electronic theses and dissertations (ETDS) with author-assigned keywords and cataloger-assigned subject headings. The author sought to answer the
following research questions:
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• Do broad disciplines, i.e., arts and humanities; social sciences; and sciences, technology, engineering, and medicine (STEM) evidence-specific citation patterns? That is, do ETD authors in these fields cite a specific type
of material, e.g., monographs, journal articles, maps, or websites more or
less frequently?
• What patterns within disciplines can be identified when type and age of
cited materials are examined?
• What correlations exist between type of cited materials and unique keywords or LCSH?
• What correlations exist between age of cited material and unique keywords
or LCSH?
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• Do these findings have implications for the maintenance of LCSH?
The author tested two assumptions:
• The arts and humanities will make heavier use of
monographs, STEM will have very high use of serial articles and very little use of monographs, and the
social sciences will fall between arts and humanities
and STEM.
• Research in disciplines that cite monographs more
often will show fewer unique keywords and LCSH.
The project described here builds on the author’s 2009
study, “Author-Assigned Keywords versus Library of Congress Subject Headings.”1 In that study, keywords assigned
by ETD authors were compared to LCSH assigned by catalogers when describing the same ETD. The purpose was
to determine the percentage of keywords that were unique
and could provide useful points of entry into the catalog.
The author examined six categories of match: exact match,
all present (but not in exact order), partial match, needs
two LCSH, variant, and no match. The results for keywords
found that 25.16 percent of the time they matched LCSH
exactly; all present (but not in exact order), 3.39 percent;
needing two LCSH, 2.26 percent; and partially, 24.69 percent. Keywords that were variants of LCSH appeared 9.93
percent of the time, and did not match at all 34.56 percent
of the time. Conversely, LCSH matched keywords exactly
36.49 percent of the time; all present (but not in exact
order), 4.49 percent; and partially, 31.06 percent. LCSH as
variants of keywords appeared 11.34 percent of the time,
and did not match at all 16.60 percent.
In the previous study, the author noted that
one explanation for the large percentage of terms
not covered by cataloger-assigned LCSH is that
LCSH has not kept up with current research. . . .
LCSH typically are established from evidence of
a new topic found in the piece in hand, that is,
from literary warrant. This is usually a monograph
in hand, since articles and chapters are generally
not cataloged. However, in some disciplines, such
as the physical sciences and medicine, the journal
literature is the primary publication environment
for new research, and dissertations in those fields
could be among the first comprehensive monographic treatments of a topic that has been otherwise extensively discussed.2
In the present study, the author explored the types and
characteristics of literature using the previous study’s population of 285 electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) for

citation analysis, looking for patterns that correlate with
availability of LCSH. Collectively, the ETDs contain more
than 38,000 citations. The author examined these citations
for patterns in the age and type of materials cited (book,
journal article, etc.) within the three broad discipline areas
of the arts and humanities, the social sciences, and STEM.
This study is intended to contribute to the literature on the
use of materials in graduate-level research and the patterns
of use within disciplines, as well as to the literature on the
use LCSH for access to these resources.

LCSH and Literary Warrant
Warrant is a foundational concept that underlies the presentation and searchability of terms in systems like library
catalogs and databases. Using warrant to select terms for
a controlled vocabulary is explained in Guidelines for the
Construction, Format, and Management of Monolingual
Controlled Vocabularies, which states,
The process of selecting terms for inclusion in
controlled vocabularies involves consulting various
sources of words and phrases as well as criteria
based on:
●● The natural language used to describe content
objects (literary warrant)
●● The language of users (user warrant), and
●● The needs and priorities of the organization (organizational warrant).3
The standard goes on to state that “assessing literary warrant involves reviewing the primary or secondary
content objects that the vocabulary will be used to index
as well as consulting reference sources such as dictionaries or textbooks and existing vocabularies for the content
domain.”4 This paper focuses on literary warrant. User warrant addresses how users choose terms for searching, which
is outside the scope of the current study, as is organizational
warrant.
Literary warrant is the foundation of the LCSH system.
The initial and still-primary purpose of LCSH is to be a controlled vocabulary for the Library of Congress (LC).
The Library of Congress collections serve as the
literary warrant (i.e., the literature on which the
controlled vocabulary is based) for the Library of
Congress subject headings system. The number
and specificity of subject headings included in the
Subject Authority File . . . are determined by the
nature and scope of the Library of Congress collections. Subject headings are established as they
are needed to catalog the materials being added to
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the collection or to establish links among existing
headings. In recent years, headings contributed by
libraries engaged in cooperative activities with the
Library of Congress based on the needs of their
collections have also been included.5
Shared cataloging and initiatives such as the Program
for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC) have expanded the scope
beyond the collection of the LC. LCSH is not intended to be
a comprehensive thesaurus; rather, it is for the assignment of
subject access points on an as-needed basis.6 Consequently,
creation of new subject headings will to some extent always
lag behind the publication of works in any given discipline.
Lag time and scope are criticisms frequently leveled
against LCSH. For example, in her discussion on the complementary nature of keywords and LCSH in cataloging and
searching, McCutcheon noted that the weaknesses of LCSH
are closely related to its strengths.
The very things that make LCSH such a powerful
finding tool—its consistency, accuracy, and depth—
also make it relatively slow to adopt new terms.
New subject headings are proposed by catalogers
based on literary warrant—that is, a work must be
written then cataloged using available, inadequate
terms; the new subject heading is submitted and
reviewed before it is approved for use in the thesaurus. . . . The procedures in place to ensure
quality control result in a significant delay between
the point when a cutting-edge discovery makes
its debut and the time when terms conveying the
nature of that discovery enter the LCSH canon.7
McCutcheon posited that the use of keywords in combination with LCSH mitigates the lack of the most current
terminology in the controlled vocabulary. Utilizing both
maximizes the chances of successful discovery, particularly
with resources representing current research, such as ETDs.
McCutcheon summarized, in the context of ETDs at one
university, a problem that is recognized by the LC. The
Cataloging Policy and Support Office’s report, “Library of
Congress Subject Headings: Pre- vs. Post-Coordination and
Related Issues,” noted that, while literary warrant reflects
the topics of materials that have been acquired, it is “criticized for lacking a universal knowledge structure to anticipate topics or for lacking a way for users to easily contribute
to the terminology.”8
The LC Subject Headings Manual states that a new
subject heading may be proposed when it “represents a
discrete, identifiable concept when it is first encountered in
a work being cataloged.”9 However, the topic of a new work
being cataloged may be judged not sufficiently discrete or
identifiable, therefore a new subject heading is not advised.
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Further, even when a topic is deemed discrete and identifiable, consensus within the discipline regarding the “proper
terminology for the concept” may be absent.10 If this is the
case, the cataloger must engage in authority research to
decide on the term that best suits the title in hand. The LC
guidelines suggest that very new topics may not be perceived
as sufficiently settled to warrant their own headings at the
time they are first encountered.

Literature Review
This review focuses on the literature reporting citation
analysis research. Every discipline of study has its own
history and particular terminology, which must be learned
and appropriately used by new and emerging scholars for
further dissemination of knowledge. A common practice is
to place new research in the context of previously published
domain-related works. One way to examine the context into
which a given work falls is to conduct a citation analysis,
which examines the frequency and patterns of citations in a
representative sample.
The types of resources cited in documents have been
shown in citation analyses to be a reflection of general discipline area. Many of these studies generalize into three broad
groups: arts and humanities, the social sciences, and STEM.
For example, Nederhof conducted a study on publication
patterns and citation behavior in the “(basic) sciences and
the social sciences and humanities.”11 His results pointed to
the tendency of the humanities and social sciences to publish
more in books than do the sciences. Similarly, Huang and
Chang studied various characteristics of research output in
the social sciences and the humanities.12 They documented a
wide range and diversity of publication patterns by these two
groups, with significantly more publication in and citation of
books and book chapters than found in the sciences.
Cullars found a heavy reliance on monographs and
manuscripts in his study of fine arts monographs.13 He further noted that although the reliance on monographs was
generally consistent with previous studies in the humanities,
his findings were slightly less, while the use of manuscripts
in his sample was greater than the rates reported in other
studies. Dealing with the other two discipline areas, Glänzel
and Schoepflin examined differences between the sciences
and the social sciences in the number of references to serial
and nonserial literature.14 They demonstrated that the sciences are much more reliant on journal articles than the
social sciences.
Citation analyses that are limited to theses and dissertations generally find the same patterns in discipline
areas. Buchanan and Herubel studied a small sample of
philosophy and political sciences dissertations, representing
the humanities and the social sciences, respectively.15 While
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both disciplines exhibited more reliance on monographs
than journals, the authors found heavier use of monographs
in the philosophy dissertations while the political science
dissertations cited more out of the journal literature.
Kushkowski, Parsons, and Wiese conducted a longitudinal study of masters and doctoral theses publishing during
a twenty year period and discovered a preference for the
journal literature in engineering and the sciences.16 The arts
and humanities, on the other hand, cited more monographs,
although the journal citation rate for that group climbed significantly in the last five years of the study period. The social
sciences exhibited a preference for the journal literature but
had a noticeably higher rate of citation to other theses.
Some citation studies of theses and dissertations have
found varying results. For example, Wehmeyer and Wehmeyer found a higher-than-expected reliance on monographs
in clinical psychology dissertations.17 Other studies, such as
that by Conkling and colleagues, found a growing reliance
on the journal literature across disciplines.18
In addition to format, the age of cited materials also varies by discipline. Resources, both older and current, provide
the background and context for the concepts and terminology used in a given document. As Rogers noted, the use of
terms changes over time as concepts are introduced and
subsequently developed, as new information and knowledge
supplant and make obsolete older ideas and theories, and as
social and cultural conventions change, and so on.19
Glänzel and Schoepflin examined the use of serial
versus nonserial resources and sought to determine the
relation between age of references and their format and the
possible correlation between “reference age and share of
(non-)serial literature.”20 While they found significant differences in the use of serial resources, their results for the
age of resources used was mixed. In Nederhof’s research,
sources cited in biomedical fields showed a mean age of
between seven and eight years, while history and philosophy
of science and social sciences had a mean age of thirty-nine
years; however, the mean ages of citations used in the fields
of physics, mathematics, psychology, and economics all fell
roughly between ten to eleven and one half years.21 Huang
and Chang found a higher tendency to use literature at least
ten years old in the social sciences and humanities.22 They
determined that the social sciences and humanities tend to
cite more books than the sciences do, and concluded that
these contribute to a wider age distribution of cited literature. Cullars also found a wide age distribution in his study
of fine arts monographs.23 While only 10.8 percent of the
cited resources were published in the twelve years preceding his research, 47.3 percent of the cited resources were
published in the previous thirty-two years; the rest were
older, with 18.6 percent published before 1890.
Buchanan and Herubel also found variation in the age of
citations in their study.24 While the philosophy and political

science dissertations they examined more frequently cited
monographs, the publication date patterns were markedly
different for monograph and journal citations. Only 17 percent of monographs cited in philosophy were published in
the five years preceding their research compared to 34 percent in political science. However, the journal articles cited
in both samples had similar characteristics. About 51 percent
of journal articles cited in philosophy and 55 percent cited in
political science were published in the previous five years.
Hargens found that two basic citation patterns emerged
depending on discipline: some disciplines focused on and
cited recent research while ignoring foundational work; conversely, some focused on early work while ignoring recent
publications.25 Kushkowski, Parsons, and Wiese attempted
to corroborate Hargens’ results, but instead found that dissertation authors across all disciplines tended to prefer current research, a preference that increased over the course of
their longitudinal study.26 Arts and humanities dissertations
showed the most variability in the age of their citations. At
the beginning of the twenty-year sample, the mean age of
citations was more than thirty-five years while the mean age
of citations in dissertations written in the most recent five
years fell to just under ten years. This appeared to correlate
with the increase in journal use in that group during the
same period.
Conkling and colleagues found variations in the age of
materials cited in their study of pre–web (1990s) and post–
web (2000s) dissertations in the social sciences, sciences,
and engineering.27 Journal use increased, monograph use
decreased, and the age of cited materials trended toward
slightly older materials in dissertations written after the
advent of the web.
Research Method

The author collected the data for this study from bibliographies of the 285 ETDs used in her 2009 study and from
the keyword and LCSH data gathered at that time.28 These
ETDs were submitted to the OhioLINK ETD Center by
doctoral candidates between June 1 and October 31, 2005,
and Ohio State University catalogers received automatic
e-mail notifications of their availability during the same
period. To be considered part of the population studied, the
ETDs had to have author-assigned keywords and full text
available at the time of cataloging and to be cataloged by
the end of 2006.
The author entered citations from each ETD bibliography in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and coded them
for type of material and year of publication or completion,
presentation, or availability in cases such as preprints,
uncollected conference papers, or unpublished theses and
dissertations. The author assigned eight material types:
“book chapters”; “media, maps, and music”; “monographs”;
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“proceedings and presentations”; “serial articles”; “theses”;
“webpages and websites”; and other. Monographs included
print and electronic monographs. “Serial articles” included
those published in print or online professional journals and
magazines, newsletters, popular periodicals, newspapers,
and newswires. “Webpages and websites” included online
content that could not characterized as an electronic monograph or serial article. “Other” included archival materials,
correspondence, course materials, data sets, National Science Foundation proposals, patents, press releases, software, testimonies from hearings and trials, and those that
the author was unable to determine.
The author also coded citations for discipline area on
the basis of the major or academic unit (which could be a
graduate program, department, school, or college) as identified by the ETD’s author on the title page. Separation of
majors into the three discipline groups was based on the
Ohio State University colleges that contained the majors
and academic units in 2005 (the year in which all the ETDs
were submitted). In 2005, majors in the arts and humanities
were located in two colleges: Arts or Humanities. Majors in
the social sciences were located in five colleges: Business;
Education; Human Ecology; Social and Behavioral Sciences;
or Social Work. STEM majors were located in nine colleges: Biological Sciences; Engineering; Food, Agricultural,
and Environmental Sciences; Mathematical and Physical
Sciences; Medicine; Nursing; Pharmacy; Public Health; or
Veterinary Medicine (see appendix).
The initial collection consisted of 38,424 citations. Citations that were duplicated within a given document were
removed, leaving 38,317 citations for discussing material
type. Citations to a resource that occurred in more than one
ETD were each kept because they form the basis of each
ETD author’s use of terms. The author removed an additional 230 citations from the sample when determining the
age characteristics of the materials used (for a total of 38,087
citations) because their ages could not be deduced from
the citations provided. The author calculated average and
median ages of citations (from which the age of the citation
could be determined) for each ETD by material type and
across all material types.
To address the questions of correlation between material type, age of cited works, and assignment of keywords and
LCSH, the author used data from the previous study. These
data were the percentages of author-assigned keywords for
which no corresponding cataloger-assigned subject headings (“unique keywords”) were present (34.56 percent), as
well as the percentages of LCSH assigned by catalogers for
which no corresponding author-assigned keywords (“unique
LCSH”) existed (16.60 percent).29
Data on variants of keywords and LCSH also were
taken from the previous study. Although, in that study, variants were treated as a form of match and thus not part of
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the count for “unique” keywords and LCSH, they still may
be considered to be nonmatches, with implications for the
maintenance of cross-references on which LCSH depends.
In the previous study, keyword variants came in three
forms: different word forms and spellings found in LCSH,
variant forms and spellings of LCSH cross-references, or
abbreviations of LCSH terms (such as chemical symbols).
Collectively, keyword variants composed 9.93 percent of the
keyword matches against LCSH. LCSH variants also had
three forms: those instances in which the established terms
were (or contained) variant forms of keywords, instances in
which the cross-references were (or contained) variants of
keywords, or instances in which the LCSH were (or contained) abbreviations of keywords. Collectively, LCSH variants were 11.34 percent of the LCSH matches to keywords.
Unique keywords and keyword variants taken together
made up 44.49 percent of the matches against LCSH, while
unique LCSH and LCSH variants together made up 27.34
percent of the matches against keywords.
Linear correlation (p value = 0.05) was performed in
two sets: (1) between material type and unique keywords
and unique LCSH, as well as keyword and LCSH variants
(N = 38,317); and (2) between median age of each material type and unique keywords and unique LCSH, and
keyword and LCSH variants (N = 38,087). In each set, the
correlations were run under four variable conditions each
for keywords and LCSH: (1) unique keywords and LCSH
separately; (2) each type of keyword and LCSH variant separately; (3) all keyword variant types together and all LCSH
variants together; and (4) unique keywords plus all keyword
variants together (hereafter, “all keyword non-matches”),
and unique LCSH plus LCSH variants together (“all LCSH
non-matches”).
Correlation is measured by the correlation coefficient,
which indicates the strength of the correlation and whether
the correlated variables move together in the same direction (positive) or opposite each other (negative). The closer
the correlation coefficient is to 1 or -1, the stronger the
correlation (positive or negative, respectively) between two
variables. The p value indicates the statistical significance of
the correlation and for this study was established at p = 0.05
or less. That is, for p-values of 0.05 or less, the likelihood is
lower that the result was produced by chance.

Results and Discussion
Initial analysis sought to answer the first two research questions:
• Do broad disciplines, i.e., arts and humanities, social
sciences, and STEM, evidence specific citation patterns?
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Table 1. Citation Material Types (N = 38,317)
Arts and Humanities
Material Types

Social Sciences

STEM

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Book chapters

440

11.01

1,743

11.90

749

3.81

2,932

7.65

Media, maps, music

71

1.78

3

0.02

1

0.00

75

0.20

Monographs

2,053

51.39

3,526

24.08

1,939

9.85

7,518

19.62

Other

63

1.58

145

0.99

245

1.24

453

1.18

Proceedings, presentations

136

3.40

336

2.29

1501

7.63

1973

5.15

Serial articles

986

24.68

8,548

58.38

1,4931

75.87

24,465

63.85

Theses

157

3.93

214

1.46

161

0.82

532

1.39

Webpages, websites

89

2.23

127

0.87

153

0.780

369

0.96

3,995

100.00

14,642

99.99*

19,680

100.00

38,317

100.00

Total

*Does not equal 100% because of rounding.

• What patterns within disciplines can be identified
when type and age of cite materials are examined?
Discipline and Material Type

Most materials cited in the ETDs were serial articles (63.85
percent of all citations); see table 1. Monographic works
were used far less frequently (19.62 percent). However,
significantly different patterns emerge when the data are
examined in the context of the discipline areas. The assumption that the arts and humanities would make heavier use of
monographs, that STEM would have very high use of serial
articles and very low use of monographs, and that the social
sciences would fall between arts and humanities and STEM,
was confirmed. In the arts and humanities, 24.68 percent of
the citations were for serial articles and 51.39 percent were
for monographic materials. STEM citations were radically
different, with 75.87 percent of the citations to serials and
only 9.85 percent to monographs. In the social sciences,
58.38 percent were to serial literature and 24.08 percent
were to monographic literature.

accurately gauge where most of the materials clustered by
age, thereby reducing the effects of outliers on the statistics. In this study, the outliers were significantly older, with
the oldest ranging from 115 to 406 years. The oldest cited
document was a monograph used in the arts and humanities
group.30
A related pattern that emerged is that the average
and median ages of cited monographs tended to be older
than cited serial articles. This pattern held across all three
discipline groups. However, the oldest cited material in
the STEM ETDs was a serial article, which, at 216 years,
is older than the oldest cited serial article in the arts and
humanities, which was 116.
Three research questions remained:
• What correlations exist between type of material cited and unique keywords and assigned LCSH?
• What correlations exist between age of material and
unique keywords and assigned LCSH?
• Do these finding have implications for the maintenance of LCSH?
Material Type and Unique Keywords and LCSH

Discipline and Age of Cited Materials

Examining the ages of cited materials revealed similarities
in the arts and humanities in contrast to STEM (with social
sciences in the middle); see table 2. Cited materials were, on
average, older in the arts and humanities than in the social
sciences or STEM. This pattern held for median age as well.
Although the median age of the sources cited in arts and
humanities may seem to be young at thirteen years, it is still
older than the median eight and nine years for STEM and
social sciences, respectively. This finding confirms previous
studies, which also found that the arts and humanities tend
to use older materials. Median age was calculated to more

Table 3 summarizes the correlations found between material type and the keyword and LCSH variables (unique
keywords and LCSH, keywords and LCSH variants, all
nonmatches). It collocates all the results first by material
type, then by discipline area, and then further by keyword
and LCSH variable. The correlation coefficient and p value
(strength and direction of correlation and statistical significance) are shown next to each variable. The most notable
result of this part of the study was that no statistically significant correlations were found between any material type
and unique LCSH. Further, no significant correlations were
found for the material types of “media, maps, and music,”
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Table 2. Age Characteristics by Discipline Group (N = 38,087)
Material Type

Arts and Humanities

Social Sciences

STEM

Overall

Average age in years

All materials

22.89

13.17

11.40

13.25

Book chapters

12.90

12.10

11.36

12.03

Media, maps, music

44.81

5

23

42.90

Monographs

25.64

15.73

14.96

18.23

Other

8.87

9.06

7.91

8.40

Proceedings, presentations

10.80

9.40

8.25

8.62

Serial articles

24.22

12.73

11.38

12.37

Theses

15.52

10.57

9.64

11.75

Webpages, websites

3.53

3.45

2.53

3.09

13

9

Book chapters

9

10

8

9

Media, maps, music

42

2

23

39

Monographs

16

11

10

12

Other

2

4

3

3

Proceedings, presentations

9

6

6

6

Serial articles

13

9

8

8

Theses

12

8

6

9

Webpages, websites

3

3

2

2

Median age in years
All materials

8

9

Age of oldest
All materials

406

218

216

406

Book chapters

84

218

119

218

Media, maps, music

201

12

23

201

Monographs

406

172

165

406

Other

75

115

82

115

Proceedings, presentations

67

83

67

83

Serial articles

116

166

216

216

Theses

55

46

54

55

Webpages, websites

12

14

13

14

or “webpages and websites.” Unique keywords negatively
correlated with “book chapters” in STEM, “other” across
all disciplines collectively and in STEM, and with theses in
STEM. This means that if the use of book chapters, “other”
sources, and theses were to increase (under the indicated
discipline area conditions), the incidence of unique keywords could be expected to decrease. Conversely, unique
keywords positively correlated with “proceedings and presentations” across all disciplines, meaning that if the use of
proceedings and presentations were to increase, one could
expect an increase in the appearances of unique keywords.

Keyword and LCSH variants, on the other hand, provided a number of statistically significant correlations. All
material types collectively produced only one statistically
significant correlation: in the social sciences, in which LCSH
cross-references were variants of keywords. In this case, the
implication is that as use of resources increases in the social
sciences, one could expect to see a higher number of LCSH
cross-references that were variant forms of keywords.
Book chapters resulted in the most correlations of statistical significance across all disciplines collectively, as well
as separately in the arts and humanities and STEM, but not
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Table 3. Correlations of Keyword and LCSH Variables with Material Type (N = 38,317)
p Value

0.2

0.03

-0.12

0.04

Discipline Area

All

Social Sciences

LCSH: cross-refs are variants of keywords

Book chapters

All

Keywords: abbreviations of LCSH
Keywords: all nonmatches

-0.17

0.00

Keywords: all variant types

-0.16

0.01

Keywords: variant spellings of LCSH

-0.15

0.01

LCSH: abbreviations of keywords

-0.13

0.03

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.13

0.03

LCSH: all variant types

-0.17

0.00

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

-0.17

0.00

LCSH: all variant types

0.45

0.02

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

0.45

0.02

Keywords: all nonmatches

-0.29

0.00

Keywords: all variant types

-0.18

0.03

Keywords: unique

-0.22

0.01

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.24

0.00

LCSH: all variant types

-0.21

0.01

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

-0.19

0.02

Keywords: all nonmatches

-0.13

0.03

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.18

0.00

LCSH: all variant types

-0.14

0.02

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

-0.16

0.01

Social Sciences

LCSH: cross-refs are variants of keywords

0.27

0.00

STEM

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.24

0.00

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.21

0.01

LCSH: all variant types

-0.18

0.04

Keywords: all nonmatches

-0.14

0.02

Keywords: unique

-0.14

0.02

Keywords: all nonmatches

-0.2

0.01

Keywords: unique

-0.23

0.01

LCSH: all non-matches

-0.17

0.04

Keywords: all nonmatches

0.13

0.03

Keywords: unique

0.12

0.04

LCSH: all non-matches

0.13

0.02

LCSH: all variant types

0.13

0.03

Keywords: all variant types

0.13

0.03

LCSH: abbreviations of keywords

0.15

0.01

LCSH: all variant types

0.15

0.01

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

0.12

0.05

LCSH: abbreviations of keywords

0.2

0.03

LCSH: all nonmatches

0.21

0.03

All

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.13

0.03

STEM

Keywords: all nonmatches

-0.2

0.02

Keywords: unique

-0.2

0.02

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.27

0.00

Arts and Humanities
STEM

Monographs

Other

All

All
STEM

Proceedings, presentations

Serial articles

All

All

Social Sciences
Theses

Keyword and LCSH Variable

Correlation
Coefficient

Material Type
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in the social sciences. Across all disciplines, book chapters
negatively correlated under the variables that produced a
statistically significant result: keyword and LCSH abbreviations of each other; keyword and LCSH variant spellings; all
keyword variant types together, as well as all LCSH variant
types together; and all keyword and LCSH nonmatches. In
STEM, all the significant correlations were also negative
(and slightly stronger than across all disciplines): unique
keywords, all keyword variants together, and all keyword
nonmatches, as well as LCSH variant spellings of keywords,
all variant LCSH together, and all LCSH nonmatches. With
book chapters across all disciplines, and in STEM, increased
use of this resource type would be associated with a decrease
in unique keywords and variant spellings of LCSH terms and
a decrease in LCSH terms that were variants of keywords.
On the other hand, arts and humanities produced only
two correlations, strongly positive and significant ones with
LCSH variant spellings of keywords and all variant LCSH
forms. These were the only statistically significant correlations found in the arts and humanities for the material-typeonly set. In contract to the other results for book chapters,
these results indicate that an increased use of book chapters
would be associated with a higher incidence of LCSH variants of keywords.
Monographs produced results across all disciplines in
general, and the social sciences and STEM in particular,
mostly with LCSH. Across all disciplines, variant LCSH
spellings of keywords negatively correlated with monographs,
as did all LCSH variant types together and all LCSH nonmatches. All LCSH variant types and all LCSH nonmatches
also negatively correlated with monographs under STEM. In
the social sciences, LCSH cross-references that were variants of keywords positively correlated with monographs. All
keyword nonmatches correlated negatively with monographs
across all disciplines collectively; however, keyword variants
of LCSH cross-references correlated positively in STEM.
For monographs, then, as with book chapters, an increased
usage of these resources would be associated with a decrease
in LCSH variants of keywords across all disciplines and in
STEM. Unique and variant keywords would be expected
to decrease. However, in the social sciences, an increase in
the number of LCSH cross-reference variants of keywords
would be indicated, and in STEM an increase in keyword
variants of LCSH cross-references would be expected.
The “other” category of material type also resulted in
negative correlations. Across all disciplines, as noted above,
unique keywords correlated with this category, as did all
keyword nonmatches. The same keyword variables produced
slightly stronger results in STEM. STEM also produced a
weak negative correlation between “other” and all LCSH
nonmatches.
Proceedings and presentations, in addition to the positive correlation with unique keywords across all disciplines,
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positively correlated with all keyword nonmatches and with
all LCSH variant types and all LCSH nonmatches. These
correlations are weak, but they imply that across all disciplines, an increase in the use of proceedings and presentations would be associated with an increase in variant forms
of terms, both keyword and LCSH.
Serial articles produced no results in either the arts
and humanities or STEM. Keyword variants taken together
positively correlated with serial articles across all disciplines
collectively. LCSH abbreviations and variant spellings of
keywords, as well as all LCSH variant types taken together,
also positively correlated with serial articles across all disciplines. The social sciences produced results between serial
articles and LCSH abbreviations and all LCSH nomatches.
The implication in this case is that an increase in the use of
serial articles may be associated with an increase in the use
of keyword variants of LCSH terms and with LCSH variants, especially abbreviations, of keywords.
Theses as a material type produced perhaps the most
mixed results of this set of correlations. Across all discipline
areas, all LCSH nonmatches negatively correlated with
theses. In STEM, unique keywords and all keyword nonmatches also negatively correlated with theses. However,
keyword variants of LCSH cross-references positively correlated with theses. Thus, across all disciplines, an increase
in the use of theses may be associated with a decrease in
the incidence of unique and variant LCSH and unique and
variant keywords of LCSH terms, but an increase in the
appearance of keyword variants of LCSH cross-references
also could be expected.
Of the forty-four statistically significant correlations
found in this set, negative correlations considerably outnumbered the positive ones: twenty-eight negative (63.64
percent) to sixteen positive (36.36 percent). All of the positive correlations involved keyword or LCSH variants, mostly
LCSH variants, and not unique keywords or LCSH separately. The positive correlations that fell in STEM (monographs and theses) all involved keyword variants of LCSH
cross-references. That is, in STEM, increased usage of these
two resource types is associated with more appearances
of keywords that were variants of LCSH cross-references.
Other positive correlations with keyword variants of some
kind occurred in material types that appeared most often
in STEM, that is, proceedings and presentations, and serial
articles (which also contained positive correlations to LCSH
variants of some type). All correlations that fell in the social
sciences and in the arts and humanities were positive and
involved some kind of LCSH variants. That is, in the social
sciences and the arts and humanities, increased use of the
correlated material type would suggest increased numbers
of some kind of LCSH variant of keywords.
Examination of the results from the keyword- and
LCSH-variable perspective revealed that nineteen of the
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Table 4. Correlations of Keyword and LCSH Variables with Median Age of Each Material Type (N = 38,087)
Material Type
(Median Age)

Discipline Area

Keyword, LCSH Variable

All

All

Arts and Humanities
Social Sciences

Media, maps, music

Monographs

Other

Correlation
Coefficient

p Value

Keywords: unique

-0.14

0.02

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.17

0.00

LCSH: all variant types

-0.13

0.03

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

-0.12

0.04

Keywords: abbreviations of LCSH

0.52

0.00

Keywords: all variant types

0.43

0.02

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.2

0.03

LCSH: cross-refs are variants of keywords

0.22

0.02

STEM

Keywords: unique

-0.17

0.04

All

Keywords: all non-matches

-0.13

0.03

Keywords: unique

-0.13

0.03

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.12

0.05

All

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.14

0.02

Arts and Humanities

Keywords: abbreviations of LCSH

0.58

0.00

Keywords: all variant types

0.42

0.03

Social Sciences

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.19

0.04

All
Social Sciences

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.22

0.00

LCSH: cross-refs are variants of keywords

0.34

0.00

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.38

0.00

LCSH: all variant types

0.23

0.01

LCSH: cross-refs are variants of keywords

0.62

0.00

Proceedings,
presentations

Social Sciences

LCSH: all non-matches

-0.2

0.03

Serial articles

All

LCSH: all nonmatches

-0.15

0.01

LCSH: all variant types

-0.12

0.04

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

-0.12

0.04

Theses

Webpages, websites

Social Sciences

LCSH: cross-refs are variants of keywords

0.19

0.04

All

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.21

0.00

Social Sciences

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.18

0.05

STEM

Keywords: variants of LCSH cross-ref

0.36

0.00

All

LCSH: all non-matches

-0.15

0.01

STEM

LCSH: all non-matches

-0.19

0.02

LCSH: all variant types

-0.19

0.03

LCSH: variant spellings of keywords

-0.17

0.05

forty-four correlations (43.18 percent) involved unique
keywords or keyword variants and twenty-five correlations
(56.82 percent) involved LCSH variants of some kind.
Within each of these variables, five of the keyword variables
resulted in positive correlations while the remaining fourteen were negative. The LCSH variables broke down into
eleven positive and fourteen negative correlations.
The discussion above that itemized the results by

material type contained descriptions of the negative correlations. General implications for the maintenance of LCSH
will be summarized following the discussion of age of cited
materials and unique keywords and LCSH.
Age of Cited Materials and Unique Keywords and LCSH

Table 4 summarizes the correlations of median age with
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keyword and LCSH variable (unique keywords and LCSH,
keywords and LCSH variants, all nonmatches). This table
also collocates the results first by material type, then by
discipline area, followed by keyword or LCSH variable
and associated correlation coefficient and p value. In contrast to the results of material type only, the median age of
book chapters did not produce any significant correlations.
Median age across all materials produced correlations across
all discipline areas collectively, as well as in each discipline
area separately. However, as with the first set of correlations
dealing with material type only, no significant correlations
occurred between age and unique LCSH.
Median age across all material types and across all disciplines together produced negative correlations with unique
keywords and with three LCSH variables (variant spellings of keywords, all variant types together, and all LCSH
nonmatches). This means that as the use of older materials
increases (that is, the median age goes up), the number
of unique keywords as well as LCSH variants of keywords
could be expected to decrease. A negative correlation
between median age of all materials and unique keywords
also occurred in the STEM discipline area.
However, the arts and humanities and the social sciences produced positive correlations with median age across
all material types. In the arts and humanities, strong positive
correlations occurred with keywords that were abbreviations
of LCSH terms and with all keyword variant types taken
together. In the social sciences, median age correlated with
keyword variants of LCSH cross-references and with LCSH
cross-references that were variants of keywords.
The median age of media, maps, and music produced
negative correlations across all disciplines with unique
keywords and all keyword nonmatches. A weak negative
correlation also occurred with all LCSH nonmatches. An
increase in the age of media, maps, and music is associated
with a decrease in unique keywords and keyword variants
of all types, as well as unique LCSH and LCSH variants of
all types.
The median age of monographs resulted in positive correlations with keyword variables. Across all discipline areas
collectively, and social sciences separately, the keyword variable was variants of LCSH cross-references. In the arts and
humanities, the correlated variables were keyword abbreviations of LCSH and all keyword variant types. No significant
correlations of median age of monographs occurred with
either keyword or LCSH variables in STEM.
The median age of “other” material types correlated
positively with the cross-reference variants of both keywords
and LCSH in the social sciences and across all disciplines. In
the social sciences, all LCSH variants of keywords also correlated positively with the median age of “other.”
The median age of proceedings and presentations
resulted in only one significant correlation. This occurred in
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the social sciences with all LCSH nonmatches. This means
that an increase in the median age of proceedings and presentations would be associated with a decrease in the number of unique LCSH and all LCSH variants of keywords for
those resources.
Serial articles produced correlations between median
age and LCSH variables. Across all disciplines, negative correlations occurred between LCSH variant spellings of keywords, all variant types together, and all LCSH nonmatches.
The social sciences contained a positive correlation between
median age of serial articles and LCSH cross-references that
were variants of keywords. Across all disciplines in general,
an increase in median age of serial articles would be associated with a decrease in unique LCSH and LCSH variants
of keywords. However, in the social sciences, an increase in
the median age of these resources would imply an increase
in LCSH cross-references that were variants of keywords.
No significant correlations of median age with keyword
or LCSH variable occurred in the arts and humanities or
STEM.
The median age of theses produced positive correlations between median age and keyword variants of LCSH
cross-references across all disciplines collectively, as well
as in the social sciences and STEM. In other words, older
theses would be associated with an increase in the number
of keyword variants of LCSH cross-references.
The median age of webpages and websites correlated negatively with LCSH variables. Across all disciplines
together, the age of these resources negatively correlated
with all LCSH nonmatches. In STEM, the correlations were
with LCSH variant spellings of keywords, all LCSH variant types together, and all LCSH nonmatches. One would
expect to associate older webpages and websites with fewer
unique LCSH and LCSH variants.
Fewer statistically significant correlations occurred
between median age of materials and the keyword and
LCSH variables. The thirty-three correlations found under
median age were evenly split: seventeen were positive (51.51
percent) and sixteen were negative (48.49 percent). As with
the first set of correlations, all of the positive correlations
were with some kind of keyword or LCSH variant, not
with unique keywords or LCSH themselves. An even split
between keyword and LCSH variables also occurred: sixteen
of the correlations were with keyword variant of some type,
of which twelve were positive and four were negative (including the three correlations with unique keywords only). The
remaining seventeen correlations with LCSH variants broke
down into five positive and twelve negative correlations.
The negative correlations have been discussed above in the
descriptions that were itemized by material type.
Correlations in the arts and humanities were all strongly
positive and occurred with two keyword variables, that is,
keyword abbreviations of LCSH and keyword variants of
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all types together with the median age of all material types
together and monographs. This means that as the age of
all material types in general and monographs in particular
increases, the number of keyword abbreviations of LCSH
and the number of keyword variants of all types could be
expected to go up as well. The remaining positive keyword correlations were all with keyword variants of crossreferences: median age of all material types together in
the social sciences; monographs in all disciplines together and in the social sciences; “other” in all disciplines
together and in the social sciences; and theses in all disciplines together, in the social sciences, and in STEM.
In these cases, as the age of these resources goes up, an
increase in the number of keyword variants of LCSH crossreferences could be expected.
The five remaining positive correlations all occurred
in the social sciences. All but one were for LCSH crossreference variants of keywords, which were with the median
age of all material types together, monographs, “other,” and
serial articles. For these resources, an increase in median
age would be associated with an increase in the appearance
of LCSH cross-reference variants. The outlier was a correlation of all LCSH variant types together with median age of
“other” materials.

may be judged as not sufficiently settled in the discipline to
be proposed for addition to LCSH.
Positive correlations for median age of materials also
may be interpreted as indicators for more cross-references.
These are cases in which an increase in age was associated
with an increase in the number of keyword or LCSH variants. The correlation set for median age had a consistent
showing of positive correlations for keyword variants of
LCSH cross-references, as well as LCSH cross-reference
variants of keywords, which shows a need for a mechanism
in LCSH to cover variant forms of established terms.
Negative correlations, which were the majority in the
material-type correlation set and about half in the medianage correlation set, provide a different implication. If use
of various materials increases or if the age of the materials
goes up, the incidence of unique keywords, keyword variants, and LCSH variants, would be expected to decrease,
implying more consistent or perhaps standardized use of
terms. This would mean that terms, over time and as more
resources appear, are more likely to be part of the canon of
the discipline in which it appears and thus more likely to be
established in LCSH.

Implications for the Maintenance of LCSH

As noted above, this study was conducted with a limited
number of documents (285) from one institution, which
became available in the same year, and one cannot assume
that the results would be the same with a larger population.
Another potential problem is how subjects were sorted into
the three broad categories (arts and humanities, social sciences, and STEM). The placement of some subjects that fell
into the social sciences and STEM at Ohio State University
might be handled differently at other institutions and by
other researchers.

Implications for the maintenance of LCSH must be asserted
with caution. This study was conducted with a limited number of documents from one institution, which became available in the same year, and generalizing the results to a larger
population may not be possible. The findings are mixed and
some are weak. However, two patterns may be identified.
Positive correlations in both sets of correlations can be
associated with a need for more liberal use of cross-references. For example, where positive correlations occurred
for the various material types, an increase in the use of a
material type would be associated with a rise in the number
of keyword variants of LCSH or LCSH variants (or LCSH
cross-reference variants) of keywords. In all cases, particularly those of keyword variants, the incidence of these
variants could be mitigated by an expanded presence of
cross-references for established terms.
An exception to the pattern of positive correlations for
material type occurred with proceedings and presentations,
in which the findings indicated that more of this resource
type could be associated with more unique keywords, more
keyword variants, and more LCSH variants. In this case,
more terms based on proceedings and presentations would
need to be established. However, the principles of literary
warrant may preclude this to some extent given the nature of
this resource type, which tends to include first presentations
of new research. New terms discovered in this resource type

Study Limitations

Areas for Additional research

More research is needed that examines the discipline areas
in which successful LCSH proposals (for new terms and for
changes or additions of cross-references) tend to be submitted and the materials being cataloged that inspire proposals.
No studies have been published on the impact of the Cataloging-in-Publication program or PCC’s Subject Authority
Cooperative Program (SACO) on the maintenance of LCSH
and the results of this study may suggest a direction for such
research.

Conclusion
The goal of this study was to answer five research questions and test two assumptions by examining citations in
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285 Ohio State University ETDs. The first question asked
if broad disciplines evidence specific citation patterns. Data
collected from citations found that broad disciplines (arts
and humanities; social sciences; and STEM) have specific
citation patterns. The arts and humanities made heavier use
of monographs, STEM mostly used serial articles and rarely
used monographs, and the social sciences fell between arts
and humanities and STEM. These findings were consistent
with those of earlier citation analysis research.
The second question sought to find identifiable patterns within disciplines when type and age of cited materials
were examined. Cited materials were, on average, older in
the arts and humanities group than in the social sciences or
STEM groups, and the pattern held for median age as well.
As with material type, these findings are consistent with
earlier citation analyses.
An examination of correlations between type of cited
materials and unique keywords or LCSH (the third question) found mixed results. No statistically significant correlations were found for unique LCSH with any material
type, and none were found for media, maps, and music, or
for webpages and websites. Unique keywords correlated
positively with proceedings and presentations across all
disciplines, but correlated negatively with “other” materials across all disciplines, and with book chapters, “other”
materials, and theses in STEM. Other keyword and LCSH
variants and nonmatches also were correlated with material
types. The majority of these resulted in negative correlations, which implied that if usage of any given material type
were to increase, the number of variant and nonmatched
terms would go down.
The fourth question asked what correlations exist
between age of cited material and unique keywords or
LCSH. Again, no statistically significant correlations were
found for unique LCSH. Book chapters also produced
no significant correlations. Unique keywords correlated
negatively with median age across all material types in all
discipline areas collectively, in STEM, and with median age
of media, maps, and music. As the age of these materials
increases, the number of unique keywords may be expected
to decrease. Keyword variants and nonmatches tended to
correlate positively with median age while LCSH variants
and nonmatches tended to correlate negatively. In other
words, an increase in the age of materials cited may be
associated with an increase in the number of keyword variants and nonmatches of LCSH, but the number of LCSH
variants and nonmatches of keywords could be expected to
decrease.
The expected differences between the arts and humanities and STEM did not fully materialize in the correlations.
The extent of the contrasts between the discipline areas is
mainly that more correlations with unique keywords, and
keyword and LCSH variants, occurred in STEM than in
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the arts and humanities. In the material-type correlations,
the arts and humanities had positive correlations of LCSH
variants with book chapters in opposition to the negative
correlations of the same found in STEM. In the median-age
correlations, the arts and humanities posted positive correlations of keyword variants with all material types in contrast
to the negative correlation of unique keywords with all
material types in STEM. Particularly notable is that neither
the arts and humanities nor STEM contained statistically
significant correlations of any variable with serial articles in
either set of correlations.
The last question considered whether findings have
implications for the maintenance of LCSH. The predominant implication is a need for more cross-references to
established terms. To a lesser extent, a willingness to establish terms based on materials associated with new research,
such as proceedings and presentations, as well as theses, also
could reduce the rate of variance and nonmatch. Catalogers of ETDs may be well positioned to propose new LCSH
because they are working with contemporary research in
emerging fields. As these fields age and become established
in the research canon, terms may be updated and expanded
with cross-references to help future search and discovery.
Finally, the author tested two assumptions, both of
which were confirmed. The arts and humanities do make
heavier use of monographs, STEM makes very heavy use
of serial articles and very little use of monographs, and the
social sciences fall between arts and humanities and STEM.
In addition, research in disciplines that cite monographs
more often will show fewer unique keywords and LCSH.
This study contributes to the literature on the use of
materials in graduate-level research and the patterns of use
within disciplines, and it explored the extent to which currently available LCSH provide the level of specificity needed to describe and access these resources. More liberal use
of cross-references is needed, as is a willingness to establish
new terms early. The prevalence of unique keywords and
keyword and LCSH variants and nonmatches indicates that
LCSH is less effective at providing subject access to those
material types that tend to present new research, such as
proceedings and presentations, and theses, suggesting that
LCSH and catalogers’ proposals of new headings through
literary warrant lag behind many current research topics.
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Appendix. Academic Majors and Discipline Areas Represented by ETD Population Under Study
Discipline Area
Arts and
Humanities

College (at The Ohio
State University, 2005)

Academic Unit (program, department, school, or college, as identified
on title page of ETD)

Arts

Art Education

2

History of Art

1

Music

9

Theatre

2

French and Italian

2

History

2

Linguistics

4

Philosophy

2

Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures

2

Spanish and Portuguese

2

Accounting and Management Information Systems

1

Labor and Human Resources

1

Education

46

Physical Activity and Educational Services

1

Teaching and Learning

2

Comprehensive Vocational Education

1

Human Development and Family Science

1

Human Ecology

4

Nutrition Graduate Program

1

Anthropology

2

Communication

8

Economics

5

Geography

5

Political Science

5

Psychology

28

Public Policy and Management

1

Sociology

2

Social Work

2

Humanities

Social Sciences

Business

Education

Human Ecology

Social and Behavioral
Sciences

Social Work

Number of
ETDs
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STEM

Biological Sciences

Biophysics

2

Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology

1

Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology Interdisciplinary Graduate
Program

5

Biomedical Engineering

4

Chemical Engineering

10

City and Regional Planning

2

Civil Engineering

1

Computer and Information Science

5

Electrical Engineering

11

Industrial and Systems Engineering

1

Materials Science and Engineering

5

Mechanical Engineering

7

Welding Engineering

2

Agricultural, Environmental & Development Economics

3

Animal Sciences

5

Entomology

4

Environmental Science

2

Food Science and Nutrition

3

Horticulture and Crop Science

3

Human and Community Resource Development

2

Natural Resources

3

Plant Pathology

2

Astronomy

2

Biochemistry

2

Chemical Physics

3

Chemistry

9

Geodetic Science and Surveying

1

Mathematics

6

Physics

9

Statistics

7

Integrated Biomedical Science Graduate Program

2

Molecular Virology, Immunology and Medical Genetics

1

Neuroscience

1

Oral Biology

1

Pathology

1

Nursing

Nursing

1

Pharmacy

Pharmacy

1

Public Health

Public Health

5

Veterinary Medicine

Veterinary Clinical Sciences

1

Engineering

Food, Agricultural, and
Environmental Sciences

Mathematical and
Physical Sciences

Medicine

Veterinary Preventive Medicine
Total

5
285
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Notes on Operations
Employing Usage Data
to Plan for an E-book
Collection
Strategies and Considerations
Forrest Link, Yuji Tosaka, and Cathy Weng

The authors created a research method to identify local users’ needs and explored
how well currently available e-book content might meet those needs. Using circulation records, interlibrary loan (ILL) requests, and in-house use as a gauge of
patron demand during a three-year period, the study compared these records to
e-book offerings from the major aggregators. The resulting data were analyzed
by subject and publication date. The authors found that e-book content that
might meet users’ needs was not uniformly distributed across disciplines and that
more recent publications were more likely to have e-book equivalents. The highest percentage of e-book equivalents was for titles requested via ILL, suggesting
that this might be the best place to begin e-book collecting. The results suggest
that e-books may meet only a fraction of the demand for monographic scholarly
output and that libraries cannot yet rely on e-book content to entirely supplant
print, although e-book coverage is growing dramatically.
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ecently, libraries—particularly academic libraries—have been grappling with
issues surrounding e-book acquisitions and collection development. Starting
as bundled packages with rather restrictive lending models as first promoted by
NetLibrary in the late 1990s, e-books have become more patron-friendly through
flexible lending arrangements and have become more acquisitions-friendly
through single-title offerings.
In contrast to their swift adoption of e-journals, academic libraries were slow
to integrate e-books into the library collections. Barriers to e-book acceptance
included libraries’ and users’ initial unfamiliarity with e-books, slow standardization of e-book technical platforms, lack of a sustainable e-book purchasing
model, uncertain circulation policies, and limited discovery and delivery options.1
Despite these hurdles, the development of e-book collections has emerged as a
growing trend among libraries because the new medium provides “added functionality over print versions.”2 This added functionality includes constant availability, remote access, and full-text searching. E-books require no shelf space or
reshelving. They can never be lost, stolen, damaged, or overdue.3
In the late 2000s, a breakthrough in creating a viable e-book purchase model
became one important motivation for libraries to develop large-scale e-book
collections. Print book vendors, working with publishers and e-books aggregators, began to incorporate e-books into their ordering databases. This was a
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considerable improvement over the
previous practice of negotiating and
managing separate licenses with individual e-book providers or publishers.4
More recently, publishers, aggregators, and vendors have moved to
promote patron-driven acquisitions
(PDA), also called demand-driven
acquisitions, by capitalizing on their
enhanced platform tools and ondemand availability. In this just-in-time
model, which aims to serve as an alternative to the traditional just-in-case
model, patrons can enjoy immediate
gratification while librarians can continue to broadly shape their collections
behind the scenes. Studies have shown
that a large percentage of library print
materials acquired through traditional
means do not circulate.5 According
to Hodges, Preston, and Hamilton,
the unused books collected using the
just-in-case model are “viewed as
waste because it costs to maintain and
does not produce a product.”6 In contrast, studies have shown that materials procured based on user demand
have higher post–purchase usage.7 As
a result, libraries adopting the PDA
model should be able to obtain a better return on their investment in book
expenditures as books purchased on
demand are used more frequently and
by more users.
As the perceived user-demand has
led an increasing number of libraries
to incorporate e-books into their collections, the issue of perpetual access
of e-resources—which has been widely discussed since e-journals were first
introduced in the academic community—remains valid and an important
consideration in e-books collection
development. Libraries need to find a
balance between meeting user needs
by providing current imprints in userpreferred formats and managing the
challenge of ensuring continued access
to subscribed or purchased e-content
for the future.8
E-book technology has advanced
at a remarkable pace and academic
users have shown a rapidly expanding

interest in e-books. While e-book collecting offers advantages to academic
libraries faced with challenges of space
and escalating patron demand, surprisingly little attention has been paid to
the limitations of e-book coverage.9
That is, broad areas of monographic
publishing still remain untouched by
the rapid advances in e-book usability and availability. How can libraries
make informed decisions about e-book
purchasing so that money can be wisely spent to meet user needs?
In response to the growth in
electronic publishing and e-book collecting, The College of New Jersey
(TCNJ) Library undertook a study
to determine how e-book acquisition could best meet the needs of
users. This paper examines and analyzes titles used by TCNJ Library users
and the availability of their electronic
counterparts offered by e-book providers. The purpose of the study was
to determine whether and how e-book
content could be adopted as a viable alternative to print. This paper
also introduces practical methods to
measure local user needs as a baseline against which to evaluate content
offered by e-book providers. In addition, the paper will help shed light on
the current e-book marketplace and
contribute to a better understanding of
the promises and limitations of e-book
publishing for academic libraries. The
current study sought to answer the following questions:
• Can monographic e-content
offered by providers supplement or even supplant local
print usage?
• Is e-book acquisition able to
meet the needs of users? How?

Literature Review
The Evolving Role of E-Books

In a 2001, the California Digital
Library Ebook Task Force conducted

a survey of fourteen large academic
libraries to learn about their e-book
experiences.10 At that time, some
libraries believed that “the role of
e-books was not to replace print but
to serve as a duplicate copy.”11 Studies conducted by Columbia University (in 1997) and the University of
Rochester (in 2001) on user perceptions and their use of e-books found
that users were receptive to using
electronic reference books for quick
answers but less interested in reading electronic versions of academic
books.12 An ebrary survey in 2007 also
indicated that users found e-books
difficult to read, e-book platforms
difficult to use, and training in using
electronic resources in short supply.13
E-book suppliers had yet to develop
a satisfactory purchase model that
would make bulk e-book purchases easy for libraries.14 Not until the
mid-2000s did e-books start to gain
traction with academic library users
and become an important academic
library service.15
User perception of e-books also
can be seen from usage analyses.
Findings of recent usage studies of
e-books have varied. Studies conducted at the University of Idaho
and Oakland University documented low e-book use.16 In contrast, a
Duke University study found that
more e-books than print books were
used.17 In determining what users
need, investigating whether, for any
given title, the electronic version is
used more heavily than the print version is important. A 2010 report of a
study at the Texas A&M University
Libraries compared use of e-books
and their print equivalents in the
physical sciences and technology.18
The study results suggested strong
user preference for e-book versions:
For NetLibrary, the top 10
science e-books were used
over six times more than the
[equivalent] print books, and
the top chemistry e-books
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were used over 3 times more
than their print counterparts.
For ebrary, the top 17 science e-books were used at
least 17 times more than the
same print books. In Safari,
the top 10 computer science
e-books were used 207 times
more than their print counterparts.19

ILL Purchase of Demand and PDA of
E-Books

The implementation of patron-initiated purchases by libraries also has
changed the landscape of library collection development. The 2008–9
ARL statistics report documented
a sharp increase in ILL borrowing
during the previous two decades.20
This clearly indicated that “local
collections do not meet needs adequately.”21 In response to the unmet
needs, purchase-on-demand (POD,
sometimes called patron-initiated
purchase), based on interlibrary loan
(ILL) requests, was adopted by several libraries in the early 2000s.22 Some
librarians have been skeptical of
using patron-initiated ILL purchases
as a way to develop library collections. The fear was that such a practice would result in unbalanced and
possibly expensive collections of little
use.23 However, research has proven
otherwise. Recent studies have presented consistent findings that the
high percentage of the titles ordered
through ILL POD was appropriate
for library collections.24 Further, the
circulation rate of the ILL POD titles
outperformed that of titles acquired
via the conventional system.25 A survey performed at Oregon State University also indicated high patron
satisfaction with their Buy Request
pilot initiative.26 As a result, the
Oregon State University Library has
adopted it as a permanent service.
Tyler and colleagues incorporated
usage into their measurement of the
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cost of books (i.e., books become
more cost-effective when they circulate more times) and found that
the cost per title of ILL POD books
was lower than books purchased
through traditional means because
of their higher circulation rates.27
Patron-driven acquisitions programs
have proved worthwhile on many levels, such as “cost-effective collection
development; user satisfaction; high
subsequent circulation; and flexibility
in meeting local constraints for price,
content, and processing.”28
With e-books gaining popularity, along with the success of the
print-based ILL POD model, libraries began to extend the ILL POD
service by adopting PDA of e-books.
The low circulation rate of print
monographs and the rising number
of ILL requests indicate an unmet
demand among academic users.29
Many libraries have implemented
PDA of e-books with the goal of better meeting user needs in a timely
manner.30 Price and McDonald found
evidence of heavy post–purchase
usage of e-book titles acquired via
PDA programs in their study—further justification for investing in an
e-book collection.31 They found that
user-selected e-books were used two
to five times more often than librarian-selected e-books. Their findings
also indicated fewer unused titles
in their user-selected e-book collections.

study showed that 70 percent of print
titles purchased by the participating
libraries in 2006 and 2007 were not
available from any of the aggregators
included in the study. The average
matching rates between actual library
purchases and the content available
from the aggregators was low, ranging from 5 to 25 percent. Inspired
by this study, Pomerantz undertook
a similar study at Adelphi University with an emphasis on nursing and
business print titles acquired by the
library.33 Her study had similar findings: less than one-third of print books
had e-book equivalents available from
aggregators.
These studies focused on the
availability of e-book equivalents of
current print purchases in academic libraries. However, no study thus
far has investigated whether libraries
can meet current user needs with a
greater reliance on e-book acquisitions. Meeting patron needs is more
than a matter of determining whether
e-book equivalents of the totality of
current in-house collections are available. User needs are best reflected in
actual materials used. By establishing
the levels of e-book equivalency for
materials that have been circulated,
used in-house, or requested through
ILL, academic libraries can ascertain
whether the demand for those materials can be met through the acquisition
of e-book content.

Coverage of E-Book Providers

Environment

Despite the rapid development of the
e-book market, is completely replacing new acquisitions of print materials
with e-books wise? Can e-book suppliers fulfill academic libraries’ needs
in supporting campus teaching and
learning? Price and McDonald conducted an e-book study in which they
compared the print book purchases
of five academic libraries with the
content currently made available by
four major e-book aggregators.32 Their

The College of New Jersey is a medium-sized institution with about 6,000
full-time enrollees, primarily undergraduates. The College has seven
schools and offers approximately fifty
major areas of study. TCNJ Library
holds nearly 600,000 monographs
as well as significant periodicals and
media collections in various formats.
The library’s current e-book collections include approximately 4,000
NetLibrary (now EBSCOhost ebooks)
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titles purchased through a local consortium and more than 200 electronic
reference titles.

Research Method
In the design of the present study, the
authors sought meaningful measurements of TCNJ Library user needs.
The study was based on the assumption that user needs are reflected in
three areas: titles owned by the library
and circulated, titles not owned by the
library and requested through ILL,
and titles owned by the library and
used in-house. The authors collected
and analyzed three areas of usage data
to identify their availability in e-book
format offered by major e-book providers. By so doing, the authors aimed
to evaluate how current user needs
reflected in these library use measures could be met by available e-book
equivalents and how such data could
be used to project and inform future
collection development policy in the
digital environment.
For the present study, the authors
measured local usage of print materials by assessing three types of data:
1. Circulation transaction logs for
the General Collection (i.e., circulating print monographs)
2. ILL book request logs (i.e.,
books borrowed via ILL)
3. In-house usage data for the
General Collection.
The process of assembling these
data, which were then sent to two
major e-book vendors, YBP and
Coutts, for matching against available
e-books, is described below.
Circulation Activity

The authors turned to the local
Voyager system to extract the first data
source—circulation transaction logs of
monographs in the General Collection for the period of July 2008–May

2011. The circulation transactions provided sufficient information about the
checkouts of print titles and allowed
the authors to examine the extent
to which e-book formats could be
expected to satisfy current circulation
needs. The data for June 2011 were
not included because they were not
yet available at the time of data collection for the present study. The same
limitation applies to the other two data
sources discussed below.
To obtain an accurate circulation
count for the print collections, the
authors first used Microsoft Access
queries to clean up the original circulation transaction logs for the study.
While the circulation logs listed all
individual items loaned to users during the three-year period, the unit of
analysis in this study had to be titles
rather than items. If users had checked
out multivolume titles also available in
e-book format, the unadjusted itemlevel circulation data might well affect
e-book availability rates because such
titles would be counted multiple times
rather than once. For that reason,
the authors treated item records for a
multivolume title loaned on the same
day as a single circulation transaction.
Circulation transactions were counted as separate cases, however, when
duplicate copies were loaned on the
same day or when multivolume titles
were checked out more than once in
a single day. The authors removed
titles lacking ISBNs from the data set
because the vendors could not readily supply reports about the electronic
counterparts of the print titles without
ISBN data.
ILL Activity

To obtain ILL book requests, the
authors extracted the ILL data for
the same three-year period from
the OCLC Usage Statistics system
(WorldCat Resource Sharing). The
authors used Access queries to deduplicate the ILL data using OCLC
control numbers. This produced a

final list of unique titles requested
via ILL.
In-House Use

Finally, the authors used the “historical browse” data recorded in the local
Voyager system to collect records of
circulating monographs used in-house
(i.e., General Collection titles taken
off the shelves and left on tables or in
other places). These data were recorded under TCNJ Library’s long-standing policy requiring that barcodes
of books used in-house be scanned
in Voyager before being reshelved.
This scan triggers “historical browse”
transactions in the system. The inhouse use data collected have some
limitations. The Voyager system does
not register the “historical browse”
transaction date, and pinpointing
when particular in-house uses were
recorded is not possible, meaning the
data include print titles that may have
been used before the timeframe of
this study. Therefore, for data collection purposes, the authors only used
in-house use data on titles that were
cataloged during the three-year study
period. Thus titles cataloged before
the study period but used during that
time were not included. Also, because
TCNJ Library does not specifically
ask users not to reshelve used items,
books used in-house and reshelved by
users are not tracked. Furthermore,
without data for in-house use dates,
determining when individual items
in a multivolume title might have
been used or whether they were used
together or separately is impossible.
The authors concluded that the number of such cases was small, constituting less than 3 percent of the entire
“historical browse” data and not significant enough to skew the data. Thus
the historical browse data extracted
from the Voyager system do not provide a complete picture of in-house
use of library materials. Regardless,
because the goal was to determine
the e-book availability of heavily used
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titles, the authors believed that historical browse data would provide
helpful usage information.

Results and Analysis
Local Data Results
Circulation Transactions

According to the Voyager data, TCNJ
Library had 98,586 circulation transactions; this was reduced to 97,922 transactions when 664 titles without usable
publication dates were removed. The
upper panel of table 1 presents the
publication dates and the percentages
of all circulation transactions during
the three-year period. Immediately
noticeable is the higher patron use
of more recent publications. This
strong association between publication date and circulation is consistent
with the findings from several classic
collection-use studies summarized by
Lancaster.34 More than one-third of
circulation transactions were for titles
published since 2000. When the timeframe was broadened to 1990–2011,
titles published during this period
accounted for 60.8 percent of all circulation during the past three fiscal
years. Because of this effect of publication dates on circulation, the analysis
of e-book availability focused on publications since 1990. This approach also
was appropriate because of the limited
availability of older titles in digital format from the aggregators.
The lower panel of table 1 illustrates how circulation data were used
to identify the core collection of heavily used titles for the present study.
Titles with three or more checkouts
accounted for 34.9 percent of all circulation transactions, although they
amounted to 13.3 percent of all unique
titles checked out during this period.
In the group of titles circulating three
or more times, the most heavily used
title circulated fifty-four times during the three-year period. Such high

Table 1. Circulation Transactions
Publication Dates of Circulating Items
Publication Date Range

Number of
Circulation Transactions

Percent of
Total Circulations

–1939

1,719

1.8

1940–89

36,696

37.5

1990–99

24,770

25.3

2000–2011

34,737

35.5

97,922

100.0

Total

Circulation Transactions for Unique Titles
Number of
Circulations per Title

Number of Unique
Titles Circulated

Percent of Total Unique
Titles Circulated

3 or more

8,069

13.3

2

11,731

19.4

1

40,692

67.3

Total

60,492

100.0

checkout counts might be due to the
Voyager system not recording historical changes in item locations, meaning
that the circulation logs for the General Collection include titles that have
been transferred from other locations.
Titles with exceptionally frequent circulation could have been course-related materials that once were available
on the Reserve Desk for short-term
loans. However, because identifying
with precision what proportion of the
most heavily used titles had been relocated to the General Collection was
not possible, all circulation transactions recorded were treated as valid
data for this study. The authors also
felt comfortable disregarding titles
with extremely high checkout counts
as outlier cases because their number
was too negligible to have any significant effect on the analysis. For example, only 0.4 percent of the circulated
titles had been checked out more than
nine times (i.e., three times per year
on average) during the period under
consideration.
Using three checkouts as the
threshold for selecting the circulation
data resulted in a data set of 8,069.
After records without ISBNs were
removed, a final data set of 6,960

titles with ISBNs was sent to the
vendors. Three checkouts was considered a reasonable threshold for this
study because the authors intended
to investigate the e-book availability
of print titles heavily used at TCNJ
Library and because three user views
often are used as a threshold for triggering PDA e-book purchase, a new
service being considered for adoption
in TCNJ Library. Removing records
without ISBNs should have no significant effects on the vendor data analysis
because these records are mostly for
older publications and e-book publishing has focused on newer titles.
ILL Requests

As shown in table 2, the library received
5,166 ILL book requests with publication date information supplied by
the OCLC system. Two ILL requests
without publication dates supplied are
excluded from the upper panel. The
ILL book requests were reduced to
3,821 unique titles when the authors
used Access queries to de-duplicate
the ILL data using OCLC control
numbers.
The ILL data also revealed the
importance of newer publications in
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meeting user needs. The association
between publication dates and ILL
requests was even more prominent
than that seen in the circulation data.
Table 2 shows that nearly two-thirds
of ILL requests were for titles published since 2000. This percentage
was almost double the circulation data
for the same period. When preparing
the ILL data for vendors to check for
e-book equivalents, the authors found
that using three requests for unique
titles as the threshold, as was done for
circulating titles, would not be a viable
approach because only 3.4 percent
of ILL items were requested three
times or more while nearly 70 percent of ILL titles were requested only
once (see table 2). Furthermore, past
research suggests that ILL requests
clearly represent unmet user needs.35
Because the authors also wanted to
find the extent to which the availability
of e-books on market could meet all
local ILL needs, after removing 119
titles without ISBNs from the initial
data set of 3,821 titles, all unique ILL
titles with ISBNs requested (3,702)
were sent to the vendors as opposed to
the checkout threshold of three for the
circulation data.
In-House Use

As shown in table 3, the library had a
total of 9,368 in-house usage transactions for circulating items in the General Collection that were cataloged
during the three-year study period.
Those transactions amounted to 4,529
unique items.
The in-house use data revealed
that circulating print materials with
four or more uses accounted for more
than one-third of all in-house browsing, which made up 12.3 percent of all
unique items used in-house. To ensure
comparability, the authors took a similar approach to that used to select the
subset of core titles in the circulation
data and set four counts of in-house
use as the threshold for selecting
the subset of core titles used heavily

Table 2. ILL Requests
Publication Dates of ILL Requests
Publication Date Range

Number of ILL Requests

Percent of Total ILL Requests

1961–89

595

11.5

1990–99

1,267

24.5

2000–2011

3,304

64.0

Total

5,166

100.0

ILL Requests for Unique Titles
Number of ILL
Requests per Title

Number of Unique Titles

Percent of Total
Unique Titles

3 or more

130

3.4

2

1,041

27.2

1

2,650

69.4

Total

3,821

100.0

Table 3. In-House Use
Number of
In-House
Uses per Title

In-House Uses
Titles

Percent

4 or more

3,279

35.0

557

12.3

3

1,371

14.6

457

10.1

2

2,406

25.7

1,203

26.6

1

2,312

24.7

2,312

51.0

Total

9,368

100.0

4,529

100.0

in-house. The authors opted for four
or more in-house uses because of the
similarity in percentages with that of
three or more circulations. Of those
557 titles used in-house four or more
times, 32 did not have ISBNs, and the
remaining 525 titles with ISBNs were
selected for the study sample data.
Vendor Data Results

The authors prepared the three data
sets reflecting the different aspects of
local print materials use and sent them
to two e-book providers: YBP and
Coutts. YBP is the main book vendor
for TCNJ Library and has partnered
with three of the main aggregators
of academic e-book titles. Coutts is
the academic arm of Ingram Content Group, which owns the MyiLibrary platform. The vendors then ran

Unique Titles Used In-House
Titles

Percent

TCNJ Library’s usage data against
their e-book title lists of the four
aggregators to locate e-book equivalents of the print titles used by TCNJ
users. YBP provided e-book data from
three aggregators: ebrary, EBL, and
EBSCOhost. Coutts provided MyiLibrary e-book data. Additionally, YBP
noted which titles were being offered
by their publisher partners outside of
the three aggregator platforms and
grouped these under the rubric “Publisher Direct,” a term the authors have
kept in reporting results. The authors
also believe that the four aggregators
whose data were used in the present study are the major suppliers of
e-books in the academic library market. The sample data studied, although
not exhaustive, are considered to be
representative of e-book offerings currently available to academic libraries.
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Table 4 Availability of E-Book Equivalents
Vendors’ Raw Data Summary

Sources of E-Books

Circulating Titles Sent to Vendors

ILL Requested Titles Sent to
Vendors

6,960

3,702

Number of
Circulating Titles
Available

Percent of Total
Circulating Titles

Number
of ILL Titles
Available

In-House Use Titles Sent to
Vendors
525

Percent of
Total ILL Titles
Requested

Number of
In-House
Use Titles
Available

Percent of Total
In-House Use
Titles

EBL

796

11.4

545

14.7

115

21.9

ebrary

997

14.3

658

17.8

133

25.3

EBSCOhost

1,189

17.1

656

17.7

134

25.5

MyiLibrary

744

10.7

546

14.7

107

20.4

Publisher direct

106

1.5

77

2.1

8

1.5

1,456

20.9

869

23.5

165

31.4

Total Unique E-Book
Equivalents

E-Book Equivalents Available by the Number of Vendors
Circulating Titles

ILL Requested Titles

In-House Use Titles

1,456

869

165

Number of Sources
Providing Each Title

Number of Titles

Percent of
Available Titles

Number of
Titles

Percent of
Available Titles

Number of
Titles

Percent of
Available Titles

1

405

27.8

210

24.2

33

20.0

2

244

16.8

113

13.0

18

10.9

3

341

23.4

187

21.5

37

22.4

4

424

29.1

318

36.6

75

45.5

5

42

2.9

41

4.7

2

1.2

Circulation Titles

Of the 6,960 circulated titles sent to
the vendors, 20.9 percent were available in an e-book equivalent from at
least one source (see table 4). Of these,
the greatest number (17.1 percent)
was available from EBSCOhost. Only
1.5 percent were supplied by publishers directly outside of any aggregator
platform (i.e., “Publisher Direct”). A
considerable number of titles were
provided by multiple suppliers. As
shown in table 4, more than 55 percent
of the e-book equivalents identified
were available from three or more
sources.
When examining the results of the
sample data on the basis of publication
date of the original hardcopy edition,
the authors found that, unsurprisingly,

the number of equivalent titles has
increased steadily over time. As shown
in figure 1, newer titles have a greater percentage of e-book equivalents
(although EBSCOhost, formerly
NetLibrary, uniquely handled some
older and non-academic titles as well,
most likely because of their early entry
into the e-book marketplace). For
titles with an imprint of 1990, only
5.1 percent were also available as an
e-book. The data showed a steady
yearly increase in the percentage of
e-book equivalents that matched the
circulation needs of TCNJ Library. For
2009 imprints, the percentage rose to
38.1 percent. The authors suspect that
the apparent decline in e-book equivalents for the most recent year may be
a result of delays between the release
of print and electronic editions that

reflect publisher marketing strategies
and not reductions in output.
Moving from an analysis of raw
quantities of e-book equivalents, one
may refine the data by looking at the
list of titles from a subject coverage
perspective. This is especially valuable
to special libraries or libraries considering e-book collecting by discipline. A
subject analysis of e-book equivalents
based on the Library of Congress (LC)
call numbers associated with the circulation data found that e-book coverage
was not consistent across subjects (see
figure 2). History (LC classes D-F) and
the social sciences (LC classes G-K)
were more heavily represented at 22.5
percent and 25.3 percent respectively,
while art (LC class N) and music (LC
class M) were underrepresented at 12
percent.
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Figure 1. Circulation Needs Met by Publication Date

Figure 2. Circulation Needs Met by Subject Area

the e-book equivalents identified were
available from three or more sources
(see table 4).
The study results demonstrated
that the currency of publication date
was closely associated with user needs
for ILL materials to a greater degree
than was the case for circulated titles
(see table 2). As shown in figure 3, this
demand for newer titles was matched
by a higher level of total e-book equivalents available exceeding 50 percent
for 2011 imprints. Interestingly, this
result contrasts with the apparent
decline in e-book equivalents available
for circulating print titles since 2010
(see figure 1). The finding appears
to be inconclusive, however, possibly
skewed by the small size of the 2011
data for titles requested via ILL at
the time of data collection. If this difference is not a random result of data
size variation, identifying its potential
internal and external causes, such as
current selection decisions at TCNJ
Library and publisher marketing strategies, would be valuable.
Looking at subject needs met by
e-book equivalents, the authors found
that coverage continued to be inconsistent across subjects, but that the levels
of e-book equivalents were generally
higher than that found in the circulation data (see figure 4). In LC class B
(philosophy, psychology, and religion),
for example, nearly 30 percent of the
titles TCNJ Library requested on ILL
were also available as e-books. Social
sciences (LC classes G–K) and hard
sciences (LC classes QRT) were not
far behind, each surpassing 25 percent. As with the results for circulation
data, art and music titles (LC classes
M-N) had the lowest rate of e-book
equivalents at 8.2 percent.
In-House Use Titles

ILL Titles

For titles borrowed via ILL, out of
the 3,702 titles checked by the vendors, 23.5 percent were available as an
e-book from at least one source. Ebrary

provided the highest percentage (17.8)
in this category, with EBSCOhost providing a very similar percentage (17.7)
(see table 4). As seen in the circulated titles sample, coverage overlaps
across suppliers. Nearly 63 percent of

Because the data collection method
employed by the authors selected the
titles in this category based on the
date each was cataloged, this sample
was naturally biased toward newer
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books. Unlike tables 1 and 2, table
3 does not include publication date
range data because the in-house use
data were extracted based on the past
three-year cataloging dates; 90.9 percent of in-house use for the current
study was for titles published since
2000. As expected, the rate of e-book
equivalents was highest in this area
because e-book equivalents are more
common for newer titles. Of the 525
circulating monograph items in the
General Collection heavily used inhouse, 31.4 percent were available as
an e-book from at least one source (see
table 4). Again, EBSCOhost provided
the highest percentage (25.5), with
ebrary providing a very similar percentage (25.3). Nearly 70 percent of
the e-book equivalents identified were
available from three or more sources
(see table 4).
Likewise, in terms of subject
needs met, e-book equivalents for
in-house use items, on the whole,
exceeded the levels found in the circulation and ILL samples (see figure
5). Like the results for circulation and
ILL, e-book equivalent titles were not
evenly distributed across subject areas.
Philosophy, psychology, and religion
(LC class B) were most heavily represented (exceeding 40 percent) while
education (LC class L) lagged at just
over 20 percent.

Figure 3. ILL Needs Met by Publication Date

Discussion

Based on the results obtained at TCNJ
Library, the authors found that e-books
are rapidly gaining ground as alternate
editions of titles that patrons have borrowed, requested via ILL, or used
in-house. Admittedly, this study may
slightly under-report the proportion of
e-book equivalents available for print
titles because the authors obtained
data only through YBP and Coutts
(though they are currently two major
e-book vendors in the academic library
market). However, the study found
that e-book equivalents are a growing
segment of book publishing and that

Figure 3. ILL Needs Met by Subject Area

they might fill an increasing percentage of library needs. These needs,
however, are not met proportionately
across subject areas. At TCNJ Library,
e-book equivalents meet circulation
needs better in the social and hard
sciences and less well in the arts and

literature. Newer (but not yet newest)
titles have the best chance of being
represented in e-book editions. This
pattern is repeated in meeting ILL
needs. Overall, the results suggest that
e-books are still to be considered as a
supplemental medium.
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the e-book version through the existing NetLibrary collection and may
not have used the print title through
circulation, ILL, or in-house browsing as a result. This question will need
to be addressed in future studies to
further refine the method discussed in
this paper.
Furthermore, an increasing number of e-book titles are available to
individuals for purchase through commercial book providers such as Amazon. A potential future study could
research the number or subject fields
of those titles in the study sample that
are available only through such e-book
providers for individuals, but not for
libraries, and how it will affect future
library collection development.

Figure 5. In-House Usage Needs Met by Subject Area

In seeking e-book equivalents for
more recent titles, the choice of aggregator appears relatively unimportant
because, based on the levels of common coverage, the existence of an
e-book equivalent seems to hinge on
choices made at the publisher level.
Nevertheless, the results show that
purchasing from aggregators instead
from individual publishers is more
effective. Also, because of the high
levels of e-book equivalents to ILL
requests noted in this study (and their
near-immediate availability), the study
results suggest that TCNJ Library
might start collecting e-book editions
of titles requested via ILL.
Collections and circulation patterns of various institutions are different and this study reflects only the
usage patterns encountered at TCNJ.
Usage records directly relate to the
curriculum and research needs of an
institution. In no way should the study
results be taken as an evaluation of the
capabilities of the aggregators examined or extrapolated to other academic
library collections. While the method
used in this study is sound and will

be useful to other libraries, results
may vary because of the uniqueness
of local collections and user needs.
Indeed, a very interesting topic for
future studies would be a comparison of how the availability of e-book
equivalents may vary across different
libraries. Notwithstanding the aggregators’ claims of publisher coverage,
investigating how completely and how
promptly a given publisher offers its
catalog in e-book format would be
instructive. Future analyses also might
inquire into the e-book practices of
particular publishers whose titles are
heavily circulated.
Another limitation of the current
study is that it was the authors’ intent
to exclude the usage data of the current e-book collections—mostly some
4,000 NetLibrary titles—at TCNJ
Library. This exclusion was because
e-book usage data, involving such
metrics as the number of downloads
and the length of time an e-book
viewed, are not easily comparable to
those of print materials. Therefore, the
study results could be skewed slightly
because the user already had access to

Conclusion
The e-book market remains uncertain
and inconsistent. Publishers that offer
e-book equivalents are at considerable variance over the timing of the
release of various editions of their
titles, and aggregators face issues
that can further complicate when an
e-book becomes available. Publishers
naturally seek to maximize the profitability of their output and, in the same
way that they seek to calculate when
to release paperback editions of titles,
they now must consider the timing
of e-book releases. Aggregators must
deal with a multitude of publishers
who are not consistent in the degree
to which they will allow aggregators to
license or transform their content for
resale. Standard licensing terms are
still emerging. Added to this are delays
encountered by aggregators in the
course of converting and enhancing
publisher e-book files to accommodate
the needs of their reading platforms.
Earlier studies focused on performing a usage analysis of e-books
from a limited baseline of existing
titles in e-book format. By contrast,
this study reviewed the state of e-book
growth as a part of the fast-changing
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world of academic publishing and
looked at possible ways to incorporate
e-books into academic library collections alongside, or in place of, print
materials. The study took print materials as its starting point, assuming
that their usage is a metric for overall
demand, and investigated the proportion of that demand that can be satisfied by e-books. The authors asked two
questions: “Can monographic e-content offered by providers supplement
or even supplant local print usage?”
and “Is e-book acquisition able to meet
the needs of users? How?”
The study used circulation
records, ILL requests, and in-house
use records for print titles as a gauge
of patron demand. The authors compared these records over the past three
fiscal years to e-book offerings of two
major e-book vendors. The authors
found that 20.9 percent of titles that
circulated three or more times were
available as e-books, 23.5 percent of
titles requested via ILL were available as e-books, and 31.4 percent of
titles used four or more times inhouse were available as e-books. The
resulting data were analyzed by publication date and subject area. While
the results showed that e-book coverage was growing dramatically over
the recent years, they also suggested
that that e-books might meet only a
part of the existing user demand for
monographic scholarly output and that
TCNJ Library could not yet rely on
e-book content to entirely supplant
print. The authors also found that
e-book content that might meet users’
needs was not uniformly distributed
across subject areas. While the ratios
of demand to e-book equivalence vary
by LC class, e-book equivalents do
not yet exist anywhere in sufficient
depth to justify abandonment of print
purchasing. The higher percentage of
e-book equivalents was found in the
ILL data, suggesting that this might
be the best place to begin e-book collecting at TCNJ Library. However, the
study results suggested that ceasing to
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collect print titles, at least for TCNJ
Library, would be unwise at this time.
The value of this kind of bibliometric study is that it allows for an
empirical assessment of demonstrated
needs and thus can be correlated to
local best practices in e-book collecting. This study outlined a flexible and
easily reproducible quantitative method for determining how and in what
subject areas e-books might best meet
patrons’ needs as defined by circulation, ILL, and in-house use behavior.
The study offers insights not only into
the potential of e-book collecting, but,
as a by-product, can act as a gauge of
the success of past print collecting.
A review of the entire usage data set
could be used to judge the effectiveness of past print purchases and to
shape future budget allocations. It
also could be used as a tool for deselection decisions. Looking ahead further, the methods used in this study
also might be applied in a hypothetical patron-driven environment where
some preselection takes place. Having
ascertained the greatest areas of usage
and e-book overlap, a library could
shape its profile to feature these.
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Notes on Operations
Bringing Publisher Metadata
Directly to the Library
Use of ONIX at the Library of Congress
Karl Debus-López, David Williamson, Caroline Saccucci,
and Camilla Williams

The library community is discussing ways to use metadata created at the beginning of the bibliographic supply chain to reduce costs associated with cataloging
and remove redundant work between publishers and libraries. The ONIX standard holds promise because many of the data elements found within ONIX can
be mapped to the MARC standard. The Library of Congress (LC) has developed
an ONIX-to-MARC Converter that is being used to create MARC bibliographic
descriptions directly from publisher-supplied ONIX metadata for new publications received through its Electronic Cataloging in Publication Program. This
paper presents background information on ONIX, provides detailed information
on how the ONIX-to-MARC Converter functions, presents findings of a test of the
ONIX-to-MARC Converter, and discusses the pros and cons of using ONIX in the
daily work of a large cataloging operation. Use of the ONIX-to-MARC Converter
has reduced the time needed to create bibliographic descriptions, facilitated the
inclusion of enriched metadata to bibliographic records, and provided the LC
cataloging staff with records that are comparable to high-quality copy cataloging
records.
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s library budgets are cut and cataloging operations shrink throughout the
United States, many library administrators are urging maximization of use
of metadata created early in the bibliographic supply chain to remove redundant work and reduce costs associated with cataloging. This sentiment is clearly
expressed in the 2008 On the Record: Report of the Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control, which presents a vision for
management of metadata in the twenty-first century. The Working Group on the
Future of Bibliographic Control represented a cross-section of libraries and organizations that are principal stakeholders in the future information environment.
Membership included leaders from academic research libraries, U.S. national
libraries, public libraries, a law library, the Special Libraries Association, Google,
OCLC, Microsoft, and the Coalition for Networked Information. Many librarians
and others who are concerned about the nation’s bibliographic future provided
extensive input to the findings of On the Record.1
Of particular relevance to this paper is Finding 1.1 of On the Record:
“Increase the Efficiency of Bibliographic Record Production and Maintenance.”2
The finding notes, “Until very recently, bibliographic control has been an artisan
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activity, as there was no alternative for
providing access except to transcribe,
by hand, data from the objects being
described. Now, however, publishers
and vendors are working in an electronic environment, and print material
generally originates in electronic format.”3 Moreover,
publishers can provide some
elements of descriptive metadata in electronic format for
much of their output and
libraries need to capitalize on
those metadata. Despite the
fact that descriptive metadata
are being created in other
venues, libraries have so far
taken minimal advantage of
them. Given the explosion of
material requiring some level
of bibliographic control, the
model of item-by-item full
manual transcription can no
longer be sustained. Libraries
must find ways to make use
of the data created by others
in the supply chain, including
data that can be derived from
algorithmic analyses of digital
materials.4
The report further recommended
that all participants in the bibliographic
record supply chain “make use of more
bibliographic data available earlier in
the supply chain” and “be more flexible in accepting bibliographic data
from others (e.g., publishers, foreign
libraries) that do not conform precisely
to U.S. library standards.”5 Specific
recommendations to the Library of
Congress (LC) were to “fully automate
the Cataloging in Publication (CIP)
process” and “develop content and format guidelines for submission of ONIX
data to the CIP program and require
publishers participating in the program
to comply with these guidelines.”6
After receipt of On the Record
at the LC, the associate librarian
for Library Services, Deanna Marcum, convened the Implementation

Working Group to review all of the
recommendations and suggest projects
and activities the LC could pursue to
test and eventually implement some of
On the Record’s recommendations. In
September 2009, the Implementation
Working Group published its report.7
One of the highest priority activities
identified by the Working Group was
to establish an ONIX pilot to “determine if use of ONIX data is feasible
and provides efficiencies.”8 Because
this work was previously recognized
by Marcum as a high priority for the
LC, the pilot test had already begun
in June 2009.
The purpose of this paper is to
summarize the findings of the test
and subsequent work done by the LC
using ONIX data at the very beginning
of the bibliographic record creation
process—when the LC creates prepublication metadata for publishers
that participate in the Cataloging in
Publication (CIP) Program. Features
of the LC ONIX-to-MARC Converter
will be described; test findings also will
be presented, as will the benefits and
problems of using ONIX records.
While the information presented is specific to the LC, the use of
ONIX data by the LC has an impact
on national and international library
communities as LC records become
a source of copy cataloging for other
libraries to use. If the records created through the LC ONIX-to-MARC
Converter are bibliographically sufficient, other libraries will have little
need to manipulate them after they
become available to the larger community by vendors and bibliographic
utilities such as OCLC. If this occurs,
the community can move forward on
another goal of the On the Record—
to reduce unnecessary work. As On
the Record states, “Redundant work
means wasted resources. Time and
money are spent redoing work that has
already been done, rather than creating new records for materials not yet
cataloged. This leads to delays in providing access to materials, and to users

being unable to locate materials that,
though owned, are not yet accessible.”9
The work done by the LC is also transferrable to other libraries and utilities
that may have access to ONIX data
from their own institutional presses or
from publishers generally.

The ONIX Standard
What is ONIX? According to EDItEUR, the organization responsible for
coordinating the development of the
ONIX standard, “ONIX stands for
ONline Information eXchange; it is
an XML-based family of international
standards intended to support computer-to-computer communication
between parties involved in creating,
distributing, licensing or otherwise
making available intellectual property
in published form, whether physical or
digital.”10 The ONIX for Books standard is used by the book industry for
sending and receiving bibliographic
data in support of the book supply
chain from the publisher to distributors to retail stores. Figure 1 is an
example of an ONIX record provided
by a publisher.
ONIX 1.0 was released in 2000
in the United States and the United
Kingdom as a way to provide standardized product data in a consistent
format, particularly to online retailers.
ONIX 2.0 followed quickly in 2001,
which provided increased capabilities
for transmitting richer product data.
ONIX 2.1, released in 2004, became
the standard currently in use by many
U.S. publishers. It has remained stable
since its release. The ONIX 2.x versions are both backwardly compatible
with ONIX 1.0, but that eventually
caused problems and confusion as
increased capabilities conflicted with
the original standard, leading to the
development and release of ONIX 3.0
in 2009. ONIX 3.0 is not backwardly
compatible with previous versions and,
while the bulk of the standard is based
on ONIX 2.1, some new elements
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Figure 1 Partial ONIX Record

in version 3.0 are not in version 2.1.
While version 3.0 has been available
for about three years, its adoption
has been very slow with most ONIX
distributors or receivers still using version 2.1. Until the book industry and
other users of ONIX have a need for
more of the features in ONIX 3, U.S.
publishers have indicated they will stay
with 2.1.11
As noted, the ONIX standard was
first developed in the United States
and the United Kingdom as a product of the Association of American
Publishers and EDItEUR. Development expanded to include the Book
Industry Study Group (BISG) in the
United States and Book Industry
Communication (BIC) in the United
Kingdom. Since then, fifteen other
countries began participation in the
development of the standard. Now
development is overseen by the ONIX

International Steering Committee
with EDItEUR responsible for coordinating all of the various country user
groups. BISG, through its Book Industry Standards and Communication
(BISAC) arm, assigned the BISAC
Metadata Committee to be the user
group in the United States responsible
for participating in the development
of the ONIX standard. In addition to
the U.S. and U.K. user groups, additional groups in are in Australia, Belgium, China, Canada, Egypt, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, South
Korea, the Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Spain, and Sweden. Additionally,
ONIX work is being conducted in Bulgaria, Poland, and Turkey; although no
official user groups are in place yet.12
The particular focus of this paper is on
the ONIX for Books standard. Other
formats use ONIX, but they will not
be addressed in this paper because the

LC has only implemented ONIX for
Books within its workflows.

Literature Review
Two articles by different authors published within Publishing Research
Quarterly in 2002 and 2004 begin with
the statement “It is a proven fact that
the more information customers have
about a book, the more likely they are
to buy it.”13 The fact that both authors
from the publishing industry could
begin their analyses of the utility of the
ONIX standard format with the same
statement is an indication of a consensus on the benefit of sharing as much
information about a book as broadly
as possible. In the first article, Daly,
executive director of the Book Industry
Study Group at that time, stated that
“ONIX was developed as a solution
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to two modern problems: a) the need
for richer book data online; and b) the
widely varying format requirements of
the major book wholesalers and retailers.”14 While ONIX has been used
from its release to describe elements
of print books, very early in its development ONIX was deemed the “ideal
standard to transmit metadata about
e-books. In addition many of the retailers and wholesalers in the industry
sell all forms of media. ONIX could
provide a platform for the transmission
of metadata for all types of information
and entertainment products.”15
By 2004 Beky reported that, while
small publishers still did not have the
resources to convert their metadata to
ONIX, the standard “has been adopted
by all major U.S. publishing houses,
which together produce approximately
50 percent of all trade book titles.”16
That number has continued to grow
during the last eight years, and services to create ONIX records have
been developed by companies such as
Firebrand Technologies and NetRead
to assist smaller publishers who do
not have the capability to work in
the ONIX environment. By 2010, the
primary publishers’ trade journal, Publishers Weekly, was reporting on the
importance of metadata to the publishing community. A leading consultant
in digital publishing services reported
“accurate metadata has become a marketing tool for publishers, a shopping
guide for consumers, and an absolute
necessity for distributors and retailers.”17 ONIX was seen as central to
these marketing efforts. The statement
of 2002 “that the more information
customers have about a book, the more
likely they are to buy it” had morphed
into “‘accurate, rich metadata sells
books’” by 2010.18 To handle the creation of this metadata for publishers
that do not have adequate resources,
a cottage industry of metadata producers has developed, including companies such as Firebrand Technologies,
NetRead, and, most important to the
bibliographic record supply chain in

the library community, OCLC.
An understanding of the promise
and value of ONIX exists not only
within the publishing industry, but
within the library community as well.
As noted above, On the Record fully
embraced the need to use publisher
created metadata—and specifically,
ONIX metadata—as broadly and as
effectively as possible. But even before
On the Record was published, the
library community recognized the
value in ONIX metadata. Within the
library trade magazine Library Journal, Tennant noted in 2006 that
Publishers are increasingly
supplying machine-readable
metadata about the publications they put out—largely to
enable their books to be sold
to Amazon and other online
booksellers. These records
could provide much enriching information to our existing
MARC data if the infrastructure were in place to normalize
the records. Publishers often
provide cover art, pull quotes
from reviews, descriptive text,
author biographies, and other
useful material that MARC
records typically lack. . . .
How do I know this? I walk
around with over 10,000
ONIX metadata records on
my laptop that I downloaded
from willing publishers. If we
had a service to collect these
records from publishers and
make them available to catalogers, we could have access
to many valuable facts about
library materials.19
OCLC saw the value of ONIX as
well. The availability of publisher data
in ONIX provided an opportunity “to
break down traditional silos between
library and publisher supply chain
metadata.”20 OCLC created a Next
Generation Cataloging pilot to improve
the interoperability of publisher and

library data, adding value to both
by leveraging the strengths of each.
In 2009, the National Information
Standards Organization (NISO) and
OCLC solicited a white paper titled
Streamlining Book Metadata Workflow from Informed Strategies to provide an industry overview of producers
and stakeholders of bibliographic
metadata.21 The first idea proposed
by Luther, the author of the white
paper, was to “use crosswalks between
ONIX and MARC to facilitate the
creation of CIP and to provide publishers with an XML feed of MARC
data.”22 OCLC has moved forward on
creating a crosswalk between ONIX
and MARC, which is the foundation
of their new OCLC Metadata Services
for Publishers.23 This fee-based service accepts titles from publishers in
ONIX format and enhances them for
publisher use. OCLC describes five
principal benefits of use of this service
by the publishing community:
1. Reduces cost and duplication of
effort in bibliographic description, categorization, and name
authority work.
2. More titles found = more titles
sold.
3. Provides richer marketing data
to support buying decisions for
wholesalers, retailers, libraries,
and end users
4. Adds and enhances data to support marketing, sales-analysis,
and business-intelligence needs
for multiple markets.
5. Opens additional channels for
exposure of title metadata—for
use in library workflows and to
end users on the web.24
In the United States, OCLC and
the LC are the principal institutions
working with an ONIX-to-MARC conversion program, although other organizations can map ONIX to MARC.
The LC, through its management of
the CIP Program and its corresponding relationship with more than 5,100
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major U.S. publishers and imprints,
and OCLC, with its strong penetration
in the worldwide bibliographic environment (including strong connections with the publishing community),
have the greatest ability to maximize
use of ONIX metadata for the library
community worldwide. Use of ONIX
by the library community is relatively
new and as such needs to be studied
in more depth. Stalberg and Cronin
suggest “with several concrete ONIXMARC projects underway, analysis
can now be done to determine the
extent to which ONIX data are valuable for cataloging workflows.”25 The
information provided in this paper is
a first step toward providing information on the LC’s use of ONIX and its
impact on cataloging workflows. As
the LC moves its ONIX-to-MARC
Converter program into full production later this year, more analysis will
be done and shared with the broader
library community.

Setting
The LC is the world’s largest library
with more than 151 million items,
including more than 34.5 million cataloged books and other print materials in its collections.26 In FY11, LC
staff cataloged more than 363,000 new
titles.27 Of that total, 105,000 new
titles were cataloged by the two divisions principally responsible for the
U.S. national imprint collection within
the Acquisitions and Bibliographic
Access Directorate —the U.S. General (USGEN) and U.S. and Publisher
Liaison (USPL) Divisions. Nearly all
titles cataloged by the two divisions
represent new monographic publications received from either the LC
Copyright Office or the CIP Program.
More than 51,000—almost half—of
the new titles were processed through
the CIP Program.28 The rest were
received from the Copyright Office.
The bibliographic records created
by the staff in the two divisions are

distributed to OCLC and through
other means, making them readily
available to researchers and the public,
thereby saving libraries of all types the
expense of duplicating this effort.
The CIP Program has been in
existence since 1971. Its mission has
remained the same: to provide cataloging data to libraries before publication,
thus saving the libraries the cost of
cataloging and supporting other library
functions, such as acquisitions.29 However, without the continued support
of the U.S. publishing community,
the program would have ceased long
ago. The CIP metadata created by
the LC represents the “accurate, rich
metadata” mentioned by Reid as being
essential for enhanced sales for publishers.30 Currently, more than 5,100
publishers and imprints participate in
the CIP Program. Their titles represent the cream of the crop of U.S.
publications. Over 95 percent of titles
received through the CIP Program are
retained for the LC’s permanent collections. At the end of FY11, LC staff
had cataloged more than 1.5 million
books received through the CIP Program since 1971.31
Because the librarians in USGEN
and USPL are working with new publications received either from the CIP
Program or the Copyright Office, close
to 80 percent of the cataloging done
within the divisions is original work.32
The high percentage of original work
is one of the reasons why the LC has
been so interested in implementing
the ONIX-to-MARC Converter program. The converter will (hopefully)
reduce the amount of time spent on
bibliographic description of new titles
so staff can focus on subject analysis
or work on special collections or more
unique materials.

Early Use of ONIX at the
Library of Congress
As early as 1996, four years before
the creation of ONIX, Williamson and

Davis-Brown of the LC had noted
“experiments involving Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)
have demonstrated that bibliographic
records can be created directly from
electronic texts with little operator
intervention. If a text were marked up
to the MARC subfield level, a program
could scan the text automatically and
extract all of the data.”33 This was an
early prediction of how a standard
like ONIX cross-walked with MARC
could benefit the library community
by reducing the amount of manual creation and input of data elements when
creating bibliographic records.
The LC was an early adopter of use
of ONIX data, having received ONIX
data since April 2002. As the use and
production of ONIX data increased,
so did the number of available sources
of ONIX data. Today the LC receives
data directly from publishers as well
as from data aggregators. Depending
on the capabilities of the data supplier,
ONIX data files are received containing daily, weekly, or monthly updates,
with some suppliers providing occasional “full file” data files of all of their
items available, as well as “delta files,”
which contain only those changes made
since the last file. In an average week,
the LC will receive approximately 200
data files representing ONIX records
from thousands of imprints and tens
of thousands of individual items in the
book supply chain. Many of these are
update records containing changes that
are of little interest to the LC, such as
price changes or availability information. However, many records are of
interest to various projects at the LC.
Individual ONIX records can
contain a wealth of information. Elements such as author and contributor
information, titles, editions, imprints,
publishing dates, extent, and series
may be available and can be mapped
to MARC fields. Additionally, information not regularly included in a MARC
record, such as summaries, tables of
contents, and BISAC subject codes,
may be present and can be mapped
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to MARC fields. Many other fields
may be present that are not used
in MARC records but are used in
the book supply chain. These include
rights information, accompanying
material information, related material
information, author biographies, websites, awards, affiliations, sample texts,
and much more that may be displayed
on the website for an online retailer.
One of the first ONIX-related
projects the LC embarked on was
the ONIX-TOC (tables of contents)
application to extract TOCs from
ONIX records and automatically link
the information in the 856 (electronic
location and access) MARC field. The
LC enhanced hundreds of thousands
of bibliographic records through this
mechanism. In FY11, 17,714 records
were enhanced with TOC information received via the ONIX-to-MARC
Converter program. Implementation
costs have been very low. In 2006,
Byrum and Williamson found that the
cost of manually adding a typical TOC
note was about $40 per record while
automatic addition of the note via the
ONIX-TOC process was $0.80 or less
per record.34 They further found that
The ONIX costs vary depending on the size of the data
file received and how many
new matches can be extracted
from that file. The costs to set
up the processing are about
eight dollars. . . . Once the
program is running unattended, the number of successful
new TOC files created, determines the cost. If ten new
TOC files are created that’s
about $0.80, if one hundred
are created, the cost drops to
$0.08, and if one thousand or
more are processed, the cost
is less than one cent per TOC
for accomplishing extraction
and linking.35
The success of the TOC project was an early indication that

enhanced use of ONIX at the LC
could potentially provide even greater
financial benefits to the library while
providing enriched data to the library
community.
Following the success of the TOC
Program, the LC implemented a Publisher Provided Summary Program.
This Program allows publishers to voluntarily add summaries to their ECIP
application and extracts summaries
directly from the ONIX data. The
ONIX summary information is linked
in the 856 MARC field, while any
summary from the ECIP application
is input in the 520 (summary) MARC
field in the bibliographic record. In
FY11, 8,303 summaries were included
within ECIP records—a 44 percent
increase over FY10’s 5,783 summaries.
A wide range of publishers provide
summaries, including children’s publishers, university presses, religious
publishers, and popular presses. The
LC recently expanded the program to
include juvenile fiction publishers. At
the close of FY11, 32,504 summaries
have been provided by publishers and
added to the fully cataloged CIP bibliographic records.36 Enriching bibliographic records through the inclusion
of tables of contents and summaries
has been found to assist the user by
providing more terms for retrieval or
relevant titles.37

The ONIX-to-MARC
Converter Program
The latest project to use ONIX data at
the LC is also part of the Electronic
Cataloging in Publication (ECIP) Program. Because ONIX data contain
several of the same bibliographic elements needed in a preliminary ECIP
record, a project began in June 2009 to
look into using ONIX as the basis for
an ECIP record, determine the quality
of the ONIX data and its conversion,
and see if the conversion would help
decrease processing time. The LC
developed an application to process

the ONIX files that are received to
select any prepublication records in
those files and create or update them
in a database of prepublication ONIX
records. This database resides on a
server that is accessible to all catalogers who process ECIPs.
A second application also was
needed to search the database and
perform the ONIX to MARC conversion. Currently in the normal ECIP
workflow, when a cataloger is ready
to create an ECIP record, he or she
clicks on a link in the web-based ECIP
application form that starts an application created in the 1990s when the
LC began processing CIP applications
electronically. In this project, the link
starts a different application that scans
the ECIP form for the ISBN of the
item. The application then searches
the database of prepublication ONIX
records, looking for a match. If no
match is found, the new application
calls up the old application and the cataloger processes the ECIP as before.
If a match is found, however, the associated ONIX record is retrieved from
the database. A skeletal MARC record
template is hard-coded in the application, which goes through the ECIP
form looking for needed elements,
such as additional ISBNs, contact
information, and place of publication
(not in ONIX records), and then adds
those to the skeletal template so that
a MARC record begins to take shape
within the application’s memory.
The application then goes through
the ONIX record looking for the various fields that can be used, starting with any authors and contributors
and creating the needed 100 (personal
name main entry) or 700 (personal
name added entry) MARC fields for
those individuals. The converter only
accepts personal names because only
personal names appear in the ONIX
files. The ONIX record contains information identifying the order in which
any authors and contributors are listed
as well as the function that person
had in relation to the publication; this
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allows the application to determine
who is the person to put in the 100
field (if needed) and who goes in a
700 field and in what order. Some
one hundred or so functions, such as
authors, editors, compilers, arrangers,
adaptors, illustrators, actors, composers, etc., are defined in the ONIX
standard. The application takes each
name and prepares it for inclusion in
the statement of responsibility (SOR).
For authors, the names are simply
held in direct order for inclusion in
the SOR. For other contributors, the
name of the function as provided in
the ONIX standard list for contributor
functions is added before the name in
square brackets because the application needs to inform the cataloger that
the person is not an author but it does
not know the exact SOR wording in
the galley mock-up. For example, a
name identified as an editor would be
processed to show “[edited by] John
Smith” in the SOR.
When the application searches the
ONIX record for the title, it extracts
the title, any subtitle, and, remembering the authors and contributors and
their function, it creates an SOR and
puts them all together to create the
245 (title statement) field. Additionally, because the catalogers discovered
that the ONIX data provided did not
always match what came on the galley
mock-up provided by the publisher,
the applications displays the title page
and copyright page from the galley
mock-up as well as the proposed 245
field. That way the cataloger can compare them and note if any adjustments
to the title or SOR are needed. If the
cataloger notices a serious problem,
such as the title on the ECIP form
not matching the title from the ONIX
data, the cataloger can opt to use the
old application to process the ECIP.
If it looks like the correct title (with
minor variations), the cataloger notes
any differences that need to be looked
at after the ONIX conversion has been
completed. The cataloger then clicks
a button and the application then
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creates the 245 field data to be added
to the record being constructed and
then extracts information for the 250
(edition statement) field, if available.
Again, a display provides the edition
information found for the cataloger
to compare against the title page and
copyright page from the galley mockup, and the cataloger notes any differences.
Another click on the same button
and 250 field data are created, the
information for the 260 field is extracted, and another display comes up for
comparison. This time, however, when
the cataloger clicks the button, the
application asks the cataloger to supply
the place of publication for $a of the
MARC 260 (publication, distribution,
etc.) field and the equivalent place
code in the 008 (fixed-length data elements) field because the place is not
provided in the ONIX data. Finally,
information for any series is extracted,
if available, and the final display comes
up for comparison. When the cataloger clicks the button this time, the
application goes through the ONIX
record and extracts the extras that
will be added to the record, such as a
link to a cover image, a summary, or a
TOC; those are converted into their
appropriate MARC fields and added
to the record to be constructed.
Regarding the TOC, the information extracted from the ONIX record
is not manipulated to try to make it
conform to Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed. (AACR2) specifications.38 Instead, the data are provided
more or less as given in the ONIX
record. If elements are separated one
per line in the ONIX record, then the
application will insert two hyphens
between the elements, but if the elements are strung together in one long
data string, it is given as found in
the 505 field. In this case, the publisher usually separates the elements
with punctuation and the presence of
“Chapter” or “Part” to distinguish each
separate element in the TOC. The first
indicator value “8” is given to indicate

that no display constant will be generated by an online public access catalog
or other MARC display system, and
the data are then given.
For summaries, the wording is
presented exactly as found in the
ONIX record. The entire summary
is quoted and at the end of the field
“—Provided by publisher” is given
to indicate the source of the quoted
summary. The only manipulation the
application will perform is to convert
certain symbols or punctuation marks
from an HTML equivalent or a Unicode value to something that can be
reproduced on a keyboard, e.g., the
symbol for “less than” can be represented in HTML as “&LT;” and the
application simply converts it to “<.”
The final task for the application
to do is to ask the cataloger to input
his or her cataloging code to put into
an internal work-tracking field. The
application then puts all other data
elements in their correct MARC fields
and writes the MARC record to a
work file, calls up the cataloging client, and sends keystroke commands
to the client window causing the client
to import the MARC record from the
workfile. The cataloger then is presented with the MARC record in the
client where he or she can review it,
making any of the changes noted during the conversion process.
Use of the ONIX-to-MARC
Converter program to create ECIP
bibliographic records has grown exponentially in the past two and a half
years. In FY09, 532 ECIPs were added
through use of the ONIX-to-MARC
Converter program. In FY10, 2,810
records were added through the program, and in FY118, 499 records were
added—an increase of 202 percent
from the previous year.39 The LC is
on the cusp of putting its ONIX-toMARC Converter into production later
this year once a systems upgrade is
completed. At that point, all of the LC
catalogers responsible for processing
ECIP galleys will be fully trained on
use of the ONIX-to-MARC Converter.
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ONIX-to-MARC Pilot Test
The ONIX-to-MARC test that evaluated use of the ONIX-to-MARC Converter process described in the above
section began in June 2009 and ended
in August 2009. To fully understand
the results of the test, one needs to
know about the existing system used to
create ECIP prepublication metadata.
Text Capture and Electronic
Conversion Program

The text capture and electronic conversion (TCEC) software program is
currently known as “On the MARC”
and has been the traditional method
for LC staff to process an electronic
galley in an ECIP application. Before
submitting an ECIP application, the
publisher attaches an ASCII text file
that includes the title page, copyright
page, series page, TOC, and chapters
with each section tagged to enable
TCEC to function properly. The LC
prefers the full text of the galley to
assist catalogers in subject analysis;
however, the publisher may submit
just the core text if a useful summary is
included in the application. Publishers
are obligated to send more text if the
cataloger cannot make a determination of the proper subject analysis with
only this core text.
TCEC shows up as a link at the
bottom of the ECIP application page,
commonly referred to as the “data
view.” When the cataloger clicks on
that link, a new window is presented
in a split screen with the contents of
the text file exactly as they appear in
the galley in the window above and a
work screen below. On the left side
of the screen are MARC field tags for
the areas of the bibliographic record
that can be processed with TCEC. The
field tags are arranged in numerical
order, although many of them can be
manipulated out of order. The ISBN
and any other qualifier are captured
from the data view and are automatically inserted into a 020 (ISBN) field at

the top of the work screen. If multiple
ISBNs are included in the application,
they are converted to multiple 020
fields.
The cataloger then begins to select
the text in the galley view screen for
the title, subtitle, and statement of
responsibility. The cataloger usually
needs to rearrange some of the text to
include International Standard Bibliographic Description for Single Volume and Multi-Volume Monographic
Publications (ISBD) punctuation.40 If
a title and a subtitle are present, a
space colon space (i.e., “_:_”) must be
between those elements. The statement of responsibility must have a
space forward-slash space (i.e., “_/_”)
between it and the previous element.
After that forward slash, commas and
semicolons can be added with appropriate spacing as well. If a parallel
title is present, the equal sign must be
properly spaced between the elements.
Once the elements are in the right
order with ISBD punctuation, the cataloger highlights the text to select it
and then clicks on the 245 field tag.
This generates a MARC-coded field
with all indicators and subfield coding.
The cataloger can choose to select a
name for the main entry by highlighting a name and selecting the 100 tag.
This changes the field tag coding to
100/245, and the 245 first indicator will
be changed from 0 to 1 to reflect title
added entry. Added entry fields (700s)
can now be added. TCEC works best
with access points for personal name
because it includes a field tag only
for 100 and 700 and inverts the name
according to cataloging rules.
Because most words in the title
should not be capitalized according to
AACR2, every word after the first word
occurring before the forward slash is
automatically lowercased and any word
after the forward slash is presented
as-is. After text appears in the work
screen, the cataloger can change any
capitalization. This can be done easily
by rolling over the letter or letters with
the mouse or by highlighting the text

and selecting from a dropdown menu
to uppercase or lowercase the letters.
All the fields can be manipulated in a
similar way. The cataloger also can add
any additional subfield coding or any
notes or other text to the record.
The TOC also can be included
in the bibliographic record because
TCEC will do most of the work of
stripping chapter and numerical designations, leaving the text of the chapter
headings. The cataloger usually needs
to do some manipulation of the text
and fix any capitalization errors. Catalogers are encouraged to include the
TOC if the process will take no more
than five minutes.
Once all the descriptive elements
of the bibliographic record are in the
work screen, the cataloger clicks the
send button to convert the TCEC
record into an integrated library system
(ILS) record. The process is instantaneous and some local fields are automatically added. The cataloger can now
proceed to do any authority work and
subject analysis, adding appropriate
subject headings and LC classification
and shelflisting. The Dewey decimal
number is applied to the record at the
last stage. The bibliographic record is
then ready to be sent back to the publisher as CIP data that can be printed
on the copyright page. Figure 2 illustrates a completed TCEC record that
is ready to be loaded into the ILS.
ONIX Process

While TCEC has worked effectively for cataloging ECIPs, the above
description makes clear that it can be
cumbersome to manipulate, punctuate, and highlight text. This is where
the ONIX-to-MARC Converter is so
beneficial. The data are automatically
preselected, so no text manipulation is
required at this point. As noted above,
a compare mode allows the cataloger
to note any discrepancies between
the ONIX data and the galley to fix
once the record is in the ILS, but the
process is more akin to proofreading.
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pilot team was joined by the National Library of Medicine (NLM). The
findings of the test were shared with
Acquisitions and Bibliographic Access
(ABA) directorate director Beacher
Wiggins in August 2009. Based on
the positive results described below,
Wiggins decided to continue the
pilot.41 The pilot project team also was
expanded to include two more LC testers in December 2009.
In October 2010 the pilot was
again expanded. Each monographic
section that processed ECIP applications within the ABA Directorate
identified at least one staff member to
work with the ONIX-to-MARC Converter. This increased the number of
testers by twelve and the number of
publishers was expanded to include all
that might provide data in ONIX format (more than 5,100 imprints).

Figure 2. Completed TCEC Record

Figure 3 illustrates the compare mode
at the title level. The compiled title
and statement responsibility as they
will appear in the MARC record are
shown at the top of the page. The rest
of the page shows the galley view so
that the cataloger can note any discrepancies between the ONIX data
and the galley.
Once the ONIX data have been
converted to the MARC record (see
figure 4), the cataloger can begin to
manipulate the ONIX-generated data.
Any discrepancies that the cataloger
noted in compare mode can now be
modified. The cataloger always double-checks the galley to make sure the
bibliographic data accurately describe
the galley. Any capitalization errors
must be corrected manually because
the ILS has no highlighting short cuts.
The cataloger also now can add any
additional fields or text.

ONIX Pilot Test Evaluation
Process
The ONIX Pilot test was a test of
both the utility of the ONIX records

as a source for accurate bibliographic
description and a comparison of the
TCEC process to the new ONIX-toMARC Converter process to determine which was most effective to use.
The pilot began in June 2009 with
two CIP program specialists who performed the descriptive cataloging and
tested ONIX data from two publishers, Cambridge University Press and
Wiley. The pilot evaluated several
aspects:
• The availability of ONIX data
for items in the CIP stream
• The usefulness of the data in
cataloging
• Any problems or unexpected
results from converting the data
from ONIX to MARC
• Time comparison between
TCEC and the ONIX-toMARC Converter process
As the project progressed and to
evaluate more data, the ONIX/MARC
Conversion Committee added the
imprints of Harper Collins, Palgrave
Macmillan, and Oxford University
Press to the pilot. In July 2009, the

Availability of ONIX records

The test uncovered inconsistencies in
the quantity of the ONIX data received
from the publishers. For example, the
results for Wiley showed that only 64
of 274, approximately 23 percent, of
the ECIP applications submitted by
Wiley and its imprint, Jossey-Bass,
were in the ONIX database. In addition to this low hit rate, the Wiley
ONIX files were problematic. Some
of the problems encountered included
the following:
• They did not always contain
summaries or TOCs
• The complete number of
authors and editors was different from the galley
• The titles, series, publisher, and
publishing dates did not match
the galley
Because of these disappointing
results and problems, the committee
decided not to continue with Wiley
in the ONIX pilot project. David Williamson, ABA cataloging automation
specialist, spoke with representatives
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from Wiley about the discrepancies
between their ONIX data and their
actual galleys. Since then, the discrepancies have diminished and, with the
subsequent expansion of ONIX to all
of the U.S. imprint monographic cataloging units in ABA, Wiley and JosseyBass were returned to the pilot.
The results for Cambridge University Press were more promising.
During the initial test period, fiftythree of eighty-eight (approximately
60 percent of Cambridge titles) were
received with ONIX data. The content
of the ONIX records tended to be
accurate and very few changes were
made to the bibliographic records.
The files generally included summaries and TOCs. The Cambridge results
also confirmed that the use of ONIX
data is efficient and effective when
processing ECIP applications.
Benefits of Using ONIX

Several benefits result from using
publisher-supplied ONIX data in
cataloging ECIP applications. Use
of ONIX data is faster and more
ergonomic for catalogers. Very little
keying and usually little data manipulation are required when working
with ONIX records as compared with
regular TCEC descriptive cataloging.
Although TCEC eliminated a large
need for keying information into the
bibliographic record, ONIX data are
readily available by the publisher and
largely formatted when the record is
imported into the LC’s ILS.
Use of ONIX has streamlined LC
operations because the staffs in USPL
and USGEN are able to utilize the
ONIX information much like they use
copy cataloging records available from
other sources. Most, if not all, of the
information needed for the descriptive elements of the title are available
within the ONIX record.
Just as important, and of more
significance to the users of records
created by LC staff, is that the ONIX
records have additional data elements

Figure 3. ONIX Compare Mode at the Title Level

that provide more information and
access points, such as TOCs, summaries, and BISAC terms. Indeed,
one of the great advantages of ONIX
data is the rich keyword access provided in the often-lengthy summary
statements and TOCs. As previously
noted, these fields provide added value
to researchers. A summary often is
included with the ECIP application
and is captured in the ONIX-to-MARC
Converter, resulting in two summaries.
If they are duplicative, the cataloger
will delete one of them; if they are different, the cataloger usually will keep
both. Sometimes only either an ONIX
or an ECIP application summary is
provided; occasionally neither is provided. For ONIX-provided TOCs, the
field includes the following disclaimer:
“Machine generated contents note.”
With this disclaimer, the TOC can
include additional data that otherwise

would not be included, such as part
and subchapter titles; catalogers generally do not review these TOCs for accuracy. With TCEC, the TOCs must be
manipulated manually, so having this
extra data already included is advantageous. Because the LC utilizes ONIX
data in bibliographic records, those
libraries that download these records
into their ILS also will benefit from the
publisher supplied ONIX data.
ONIX Problems Encountered

While the LC has determined an
overall benefit to using the ONIXto-MARC Converter program and
intends to put it into full production
in early 2013, a number of problems
surfaced during the testing of the
converter. While these problems do
not occur frequently enough to prevent the LC from moving forward on
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Figure 4. ONIX Record Converted to MARC

its plan to use ONIX metadata more
extensively, documenting them for the
record is important.
Catalogers have found that about
60 percent of the time, no ONIX data
for a particular ECIP is present even
though, according to the BISG Product Metadata Best Practices for Data
Senders, data should be provided at
least six months before publication.42
As mentioned earlier, the ONIX program searches a database of ONIX
records with a matching ISBN. If it
does not find a corresponding ONIX
record, the normal TCEC screen will
immediately open, incurring no lost
cataloging time.
Discrepancies between the ONIX
data and the galley may be present.
Words in the titles, subtitles, statements of responsibility, and series can
be missing or different. The date of
publication or even the name of the
publisher in the ONIX-generated data
are often different from the projected date of publication or associated
imprint in the ECIP application or
the galley. Sometimes the series statement appears as the title proper, differs

between ONIX and galley, or is simply
missing in the ONIX data. The series
numbering may be included in the
ONIX data but appears nowhere in
the galley. These kinds of errors occur
about 40 percent of the time and are
relatively easy to fix.
More complicated discrepancies
occur when the number of authors or
editors differs between the ONIX and
galley versions. This can result in having to recatalog the ECIP. If the ONIX
data list three authors, the record will
be presented with author main entry
and two author added entries. However, if the galley presents four authors,
then the record has to be converted to
a title main entry with an added entry
for the first-named author added; the
names of the additional authors in the
statement of responsibility and the corresponding added entries also must be
deleted. Fortunately, this kind of error
is relatively rare, occurring perhaps
10 percent of the time. Sometimes an
author is incorrectly presented as a
main entry or as an added entry (e.g.,
an editor is coded as an author) because
the ONIX data were incorrectly coded

at the outset, a more likely occurrence
encountered 20 percent of the time.
Special characters and diacritics
frequently occur in cataloging. Diacritics in the ONIX data usually convert
to the MARC record without a problem. The ONIX diacritics and special
characters are in Unicode or HTML
coding, which can cause problems in
the conversion process. When these
diacritics and special characters do
not properly convert, the ILS may
not allow the bibliographic record to
be saved to the local database. More
often than not, these errors appear in
the summaries and machine-generated
tables of contents and can be difficult to locate. If a number of these
errors are present, the cataloger has to
decide whether to look for and fix all
the errors or to delete the whole field.
These types of errors have dramatically
reduced over time and, with the next
upgrade of LC’s ILS, the number will
further reduce as fixes are added to the
application.
Time Comparison Study

As part of the ONIX Pilot Project, the
CIP Program Specialists performed a
time comparison study to document
the time needed to catalog records
with ONIX data to the TCEC software
used to create bibliographic records
from electronic galleys received from
publishers. The purpose was to determine how much faster and efficient
descriptive cataloging with ONIX data
is compared to descriptive cataloging
with the TCEC software. This study
began in week ten of the ONIX Pilot
Project and was completed in week
fifteen. The study did not include
time needed to search and establish or
update authority records.
ONIX Results

The time study showed that from
fifteen seconds to five minutes were
required to create descriptive elements for an ECIP galley. Of the 130
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ECIP galleys completed during the
five-week period, one hundred (80
percent) required little editing and
were completed in one minute or
less. The remaining thirty had various
problems previously identified by the
ONIX/MARC Conversion Committee, such as
• title, author, and contributor
that differed between ONIX
data and ECIP galley;
• subtitles, statements of responsibility, and series statements
that appeared in neither the
ONIX data nor the galley;
• HTML coding in 520 and 505
fields;
• symbols, usually an opening
apostrophe (i.e.,’), in the 520
and 505 fields that prevented
the bibliographic record from
being saved to the ILS; and
• significant amount of text that
require proper capitalization.
TCEC Results

The results of the time study showed
that the times for the ECIP galleys
cataloged using the TCEC software
ranged from thirty seconds to four
minutes. Approximately seventy ECIP
galleys were processed using TCEC
during this five-week period. Fifty of
the seventy (80 percent) ECIP galleys
processed using the TCEC software
were completed in two minutes or less.
These were ECIP galleys that included primarily authors and editors, titles,
summaries, and tables of contents that
required very little, if any, editing.
Those ECIP galleys with processing times of more than two minutes
usually required considerable editing.
Some of the problems encountered
were
• large contents notes that
required formatting, upper
case, and additional editing;
• significant amount of capitalization in the galley;

• complicated titles, statements
of responsibility, and punctuation;
• formatting of added entries; and
• inclusion of an ISSN.
The results of the time study suggested that descriptive cataloging of
ECIP galleys with ONIXdata is significantly faster than with the TCEC process. While the study did not compare
the processes using the same ECIP
records, the time study indicated that
the ONIX process might be twice as
fast as the TCEC process for the vast
majority of ECIP galleys received.
Resolving Problems

Communication has been the key
to resolving the kinds of problems
described above. As catalogers discover new errors, they report them to
the cataloging automation specialist.
Most errors found in ONIX records
can be broken down into two major
categories: a mismatch between the
galley and ONIX in the data elements
(such as the words in the title and
author names) and Unicode conversion errors. Catalogers are responsible
for catching and correcting both types
of errors, although they notify the
cataloging automation specialist about
the problems. At the beginning of the
pilot, significantly more errors of both
types were encountered. Over time,
the cataloging automation specialist
has fixed a large number of errors
caused by Unicode. He reports back to
publishers on ONIX-related problems
discovered by LC staff.
One example demonstrates how
effective communication between the
CIP program staff at the LC resolved
a problem concerning ISBNs. The
unique product identifier in the ONIX
record is the ISBN for that particular
item. When the testing first began,
only that ISBN would carry over to
the MARC record, even though a
number of ISBNs might be included
in the ECIP application. As mentioned

above, if multiple ISBNs are included
in the application, they are to be converted to multiple 020 fields. Publishers brought to the LC’s attention
via change requests that the multiple
ISBNs were not in the CIP data.
Coauthor Williamson provided a solution for this problem so that all the
ISBNs for a given title would carry
over to the MARC record in an ONIXto-MARC conversion. A CIP program
specialist sent revised CIP data to the
publisher, who then had complete CIP
data to print in the published books.
Lastly, CIP Publisher Liaison staff
members at the LC play a vital role
in the CIP Program. They are the
primary point of contact between publishers and the LC. At the beginning
of the pilot, publisher liaisons frequently requested that the galley be
properly coded to allow ONIX to function. Since the pilot began, publishers
have sent change requests to have the
lengthy summaries removed from the
CIP data due to limited space on the
copyright page. This has no affect
on the bibliographic record because
CIP data are sent as an e-mail message, which can be altered as needed.
The publisher liaisons simply delete
the summary text in the message and
the bibliographic record stays intact.
Researchers do not lose the rich keyword access in these summaries and
publishers have the CIP data they
need for their books.

Conclusion
The LC ONIX-to-MARC Converter
has been implemented successfully at
the LC. The converter has allowed LC
cataloging staff to directly use publisher-supplied metadata for the creation
of most descriptive data elements
required for a monographic record.
The use of the ONIX-to-MARC
Converter has benefited the LC by
reducing the amount of time spent
on creating records for titles received
through the CIP Program while
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providing more enriched records for
the greater library community. When
the ONIX-to-MARC Converter is put
into full production later in 2012, the
LC anticipates that more than half
of the records created for publishers
through the CIP Program will have
as their foundation the original ONIX
record received from the publisher. At
that point, even greater benefits will
be realized by the LC and the library
community.
However, as Stalberg and Cronin
remark, more research needs to be
done to determine how use of ONIX
will affect the library supply chain.43
The LC and OCLC, which have done
the most to implement use of ONIX
in their workflows, are unique because
they have direct links to publishers
that other libraries rarely have. The
LC has a need to ingest and manipulate ONIX data as the data are directly
tied to the galleys received as part of
the CIP Program. OCLC has moved
into the ONIX marketplace by providing a fee-based service to publishers
who want their ONIX data enhanced
with additional data elements, such as
LC Subject Headings.
One question that will need to
be answered is whether other libraries can use ONIX as effectively as the
LC and OCLC. Will use of ONIX by
the library community be largely confined to the LC and OCLC with work
done largely behind the scenes from
which the larger community benefits?
Because ONIX files with information
on postpublication items are available
for use by the library community, can
other libraries use these files as a reliable source of copy? Perhaps the postpublication data can be used to assist
in removing backlogs of materials in
specific areas.
How can ONIX data created by
foreign publishers be used by the
U.S. library community? Can the
LC partner with other institutions to
take advantage of ONIX metadata
from foreign publishers? The Library
and Archives Canada (LAC) has
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concurrently implemented a metadata
pilot titled “Repurposing User-Generated Metadata Pathfinder” (RUGM
Pathfinder) to utilize ONIX data in
the cataloging of materials published
by Canadian publishers and thereby
reduce redundancies in cataloging.44
EDItEUR has developed the “Linked
Heritage” project, which aims “to
extend and enrich the content and
metadata holdings of the Europeana
digital library.”45 Some cross-sector
collaboration between the LC and
these institutions could be beneficial.
The possibility that postpublication
ONIX data for foreign publishers
might be used as a source of copy for
libraries exists. With all of the talk of
the promise of ONIX, seeing if other
libraries can implement it in their
workflows will be interesting. This
area is ripe for research, particularly
in the large academic and research
library community.
Also in question is whether greater use of ONIX by the LC, OCLC,
and perhaps other libraries or bibliographic utilities in the future will, in
fact, eliminate redundancies and waste
as hoped for by the authors of On
the Record.46 Even with the enriched
data provided by ONIX, will libraries
continue to manipulate and tweak the
records, thereby accruing costs to their
institutions?
Many questions need to be
explored in the coming years as libraries begin using and relying more on
ONIX metadata supplied by publishers. This is a first foray into how ONIX
can be used in a practical setting. As
the LC continues to work with ONIX
in the years to come, it will share its
findings with the library community.
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Book Reviews
Norm Medeiros
The Digital Librarian’s Legal
Handbook. By John Ng’ang’a
Gathegi. New York: Neal-Schuman,
2012. 223 p. $130 paper (ISBN 9781-55570-649-4). Legal Advisor for
Librarians, Educators, & Information
Professionals.
The Digital Librarian’s Legal
Handbook is intended to serve as a
reference tool for library and information professionals to assist them in
navigating the complex decisions and
judgments necessary when working
with electronic information. Author
John N. Gathegi highlights a variety of
legal considerations that are likely to
be encountered in the digital library.
Although at times overly detailed or
abstract, this handbook provides good
explanations of legal concepts and
draws attention to issues often overlooked by the literature in this field.
Gathegi makes every effort to
present the legal landscape of electronic information as straightforwardly
as possible. Although copyright is the
first, or even only, issue that comes to
mind, Gathegi points out the many
other legal issues—from trade secrets
to privacy—that may become involved
when working with the wide range
of digital information in libraries.
Explaining the nuances of intellectual
property law in clear and explicit language is nearly impossible, so Gathegi
can be forgiven for his lack of success
in this regard. Nevertheless, Gathegi’s
decision to position his book in this
challenging field, of which copyright
is a major but not sole component, is a
strong draw of the work.
Another foundational issue of this
handbook is the scope of a “digital
library.” This term, defined in the
opening sentence as “collections of
organized informational items in digital format that can be accessed utilizing

a computer,” (1) feels a little outdated,
yet widens the range of the topics discussed. The handbook discusses many
types of digital collections, including
materials being digitized by a library,
vendor-provided content, born-digital
materials, and search engine technology to name a few. This breadth of
treatment is useful because libraries
are likely to deal with a variety of digital materials. That said, more focused
discussions—for example, on the process of digitizing a collection—would
have strengthened this section.
A great deal of helpful information is packed into this slim volume,
with the main text running 155 of
the book’s 223 pages. Appropriately,
Gathegi offers considerable explication of U.S. copyright law. Discussion
of copyright, which makes up four
chapters, focuses on content owners,
rights granted to those owners under
copyright law, duration of rights, and
granting of rights to others, respectively. Because copyright connects to
other legal matters, it is discussed in
subsequent chapters. The last of the
thirteen chapters in the handbook covers international aspects of copyright,
which improved my understanding of
rights associated with materials produced outside of the United States.
Explanations of these sometimes less
familiar topics are generally clear. For
instance, I found the discussion of the
first-sale doctrine in an international
context to be particularly lucid. A
recent article on this topic, whose relevance was originally lost on me, was
clarified after reading Gathegi’s explanation about the first-sale doctrine’s
relationship to the right of reproduction.1
Despite the handbook’s clear legal
explanations and summaries of issues,
the connection of these principles to

daily library practices is weak; additional explanations clearly situated in
the library context are needed. Each
chapter ends with a hypothetical scenario presumably intended to serve
the context-setting and cohesive functions that are lacking in the work.
Unfortunately, the hypotheticals are
not tied specifically to the chapter
in which they appear, so information
from later chapters may be needed to
address the scenarios. In addition, the
hypotheticals themselves feel artificial
and are poorly developed. An appendix provides potential responses to the
hypothetical scenarios, but only at an
abstract level. More useful would have
been for the author to describe how
a library would come to realize that it
needs to address the issues raised by
the hypothetical scenarios.
While lawyers such as Gathegi
need to be detailed when discussing legal issues, such detail should
have been set aside at times in this
book. For example, Gathegi provides
a lengthy discussion of the mechanics
of both the Copyright Royalty Board
and the copyright arbitration panels
it replaced. Gathegi states, “For historical purposes, it is interesting to
compare the setup” (129). Although
knowing the basics of determining
copyright royalties may be necessary,
thoroughly explaining the appointment processes to a board that no
longer exists is not useful to this book’s
audience. Throughout the work, similar unnecessary details distract from
the key points to which a librarian
should be paying attention.
Balancing the narrative’s detailed
discussions are sixty-two textboxes of
“notable points” interspersed throughout the book and smartly collocated as
an appendix. These textboxes highlight
the key points of a topic. For example,
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one set of notable points offers fair
use considerations in the context of
digital classrooms (94). In addition to
notable points, several checklists also
appear in the text and an as appendix.
For example, one helpful checklist
notes considerations for using audiovisual work in online distance education,
which is governed by the Technology,
Education, and Copyright Harmonization (TEACH) Act (95).
In his discussion of copyright and
related laws such as the TEACH Act
and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), Gathegi also covers aspects that are not as frequently
discussed.2 A chapter discusses the
provisions of DMCA that limit the
liability of Internet service providers (ISP) when copyright is infringed.
Although the connection could have
been articulated more clearly, Gathegi
notes that a library can be defined as
an ISP, making this issue important
for librarians to understand. He makes
similar connections with other areas
of law, some of which are less likely
to come to mind than copyright. For
example, libraries may be used to
thinking of licenses as part of an acquisitions process for electronic journals,
but may not have thought of licensing
as a consideration of music that is used
in a library podcast.
The Digital Librarian’s Legal
Handbook is recommended as a
resource for all librarians and information professionals with an interest
in intellectual property issues. For
libraries that are digitizing or making
born-digital available online, Gathegi’s work also may point out areas
of consideration that may have been
overlooked, such as the role of international treaties, privacy requirements,
or state trade secrets law. The logical
arrangement and helpful appendixes,
including text from the Code of Federal Regulations, make this a handy tool,
particularly when used in conjugation
with other resources.3—Morag Boyd
(boyd.402@osu.edu), The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio
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Directions in Music Cataloging.
Edited by Peter H. Lisius and Richard Griscom. Middleton, Wis.: Music
Library Association: A-R Editions,
2012. 173 p. $50.00 (ISBN 978-089579-719-3). MLA Technical Reports
Series.
Although this book is officially
titled Directions in Music Cataloging,
it could easily have been called Why
Ralph Papakhian Mattered. Arsen
Ralph Papakhian, who passed away
in 2010, was a music cataloging librarian at Indiana University (IU). He
played a pivotal role in the direction
of music cataloging for three decades,
and served as an educator, mentor, or
colleague to most music catalogers in
the United States. Editors Peter Lisius
and Richard Griscom have brought
together a group of authors to pay
homage either directly or indirectly
to Papakhian and his influence on the
music cataloging community.
The book is divided into three
sections. Part 1, “The Foundations of
Music Cataloging Today,” features articles reflecting Papakhian’s impact on
scholarship and the professional community. “Music in the OCLC WorldCat,
A Replication,” was written by noted
cataloging educator Richard Smiraglia
with students from one of his library
science classes at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. It is a modern-day

recreation of the original 1981 study
published by Papakhian and Smiraglia.
The two had searched the relatively
new OCLC WorldCat online union
catalog for music-related bibliographic
records. Their results concluded that
records for more than 90 percent of the
recommended musical monographs
were available, while the percentages
for scores and sound recordings were
noticeably lower. Results from the replicated study by Smiraglia’s library students proved similar. WorldCat held
cataloging records for almost 99 percent of the recommended books and
popular sound recordings, while percentages for scores and classical sound
recordings hovered in the 60s and 70s.
Following this chapter is Smiraglia’s
“Theoretical Implications Arising from
the Study of Personal Name Headings in the Indiana University Music
Library Card Catalogs,” another homage to an earlier work by his late colleague and friend. In 1985, Papakhian
wrote an article on the frequency of
personal name authority records in the
Indiana University Music Library. The
study and subsequent paper were done
in rebuttal to a series of earlier articles
in the field promoting the concept of
Lotka’s Law, which argues the majority
of authors in a union catalog have written only one work. Papakhian showed
empirically that in a music library,
where the majority of holdings feature works by a handful of composers,
Lotka’s Law did not hold. Smiraglia’s
chapter looks again at the findings of
Papakhian’s work and its subsequent
impact on the field, demonstrating just
how important it had become since
its publication. The final paper in this
part of the book is Jay Weitz’s fascinating, “Furthering Access to Music:
A History of the Music OCLC Users
Group.” The contribution is a wonderfully insightful look into the User
Group’s formation, growth, and distinguished board members.
Part 2, “Cataloging Theory
in Transition,” opens with Damian
Iseminger’s “Works and Expression
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one set of notable points offers fair
use considerations in the context of
digital classrooms (94). In addition to
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or state trade secrets law. The logical
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particularly when used in conjugation
with other resources.3—Morag Boyd
(boyd.402@osu.edu), The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio
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in RDA: Problems and Solutions.”
Iseminger provides a brief history
of RDA: Resource Description and
Access, as well as a basic introduction
to its main concepts.1 He then notes
some problems with the new cataloging rules—one of the biggest being the
decision to be backward-compatible
with the older Anglo American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition (AACR2).2
Damian concludes by providing a
series of possible solutions that could
aid music catalogers when working
in RDA. Next is “The Music Genre/
Form Project: History, Accomplishments, and Future Directions,” by
Beth Iseminger. For some time, music
librarians have pushed for the creation
of music-related genre/form heading
(e.g., what the item being cataloged
is) thesauri, in addition to the existing
ones for topical headings (e.g., what
the item being cataloged is about).
Beth Iseminger relates how this dream
is finally coming to fruition, thanks to a
joint task force by the Library of Congress and the Music Library Association. She discusses the problems faced
by the task force, the solutions they
arrived at, and reflects at the future
direction of the project. The section
then concludes with Michelle Hahn’s
essay “Dreams from My Library.”
Hahn looks at RDA and its use of the
Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) concept, and
discusses where she thinks it falls short
of the mark. She then concludes with
her visions for a FRBR-ized catalog,
and her thoughts on the future of
music cataloging.
The third and final part, “Current
and Emerging Standard in Practice,”
concerns itself with trying to put music
cataloging theory into practice. It also
could be thought of as “making the
most of a bad situation,” as often realworld situations are not as cut-anddried as the rules suggest. The first
chapter, Suzanne Mudge’s “Cataloging
Ethnographic Audiovisual Field Collections,” deals with cataloging process for handling these materials as
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instituted by both the Archives of
Traditional Music (Indiana University)
and the Loeb Music Library Archive
of World Music (Harvard University). From their initial accessioning to
the creation of the finding aid using
Encoded Archival Description (EAD),
Mudge utilizes rules from AACR2,
Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS) and other standards,
such as Archival Moving Image Materials (AMIM), to create her cataloging
records using the Machine-Readable
Cataloging (MARC) metadata standard. Next is Peter Lisius’s “Square
Pegs in Round Holes: Adapting Cataloging Metadata Standards for Use
with Digital Media Files.” Lisius deals
with the unenviable task of adapting the simple digital tags in Apple’s
iTunes and Microsoft’s Windows
Media Player software to AACR2 and
RDA descriptive standards. This chapter is definitely worth a look for those
trying to shoehorn classical music
information such as a work with multiple sections and performers into the
standard “Song, Album, Artist” labels
scrolling across your iPod or Windows
Media Player display window. Finally,
“The FRBR Models: Thinking More
Deeply about Library Metadata” by
Jenn Riley looks at conceptual models, especially FRBR, as the basis for
metadata standards. The IU Variations/FRBR project automatically converts MARC records for IU’s sound
recordings and scores into a more
FRBR-ized format, and then displays
them through its online discovery
interface. The results are interesting,
and quite possibly provide a sneak
peek at the future of catalog displays
in a FRBR/RDA world.
The book culminates with a
thoughtful remembrance of Ralph by
his long-time IU colleague and friend,
Sue Stancu. Her wonderful anecdotes
and insights both give a glimpse of the
man to those who never knew him
and an even greater understanding to
those of us who had interacted with
Ralph on a limited basis. As a music

cataloger, I am thankful to have read
this book, and even more thankful to
have known Ralph Papakhian.—Robert
Freeborn (rbf6@psu.edu), Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania
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The Challenge of Library Management: Leading With Emotional Engagement. By Wyoma
vanDuinkerken and Pixey Anne Mosley. Chicago: ALA, 2011.169 p. $52
softcover (ISBN 978-0-8389-1102-0).
Library leaders and managers
face constant change in the workplace,
whether it involves technology, personnel, policies, or procedures. While
the word “change” does not appear
in the title, The Challenge of Library
Management: Leading with Emotional
Engagement is about how library leaders and managers can effectively manage change in all its forms. Authors
Wyoma vanDuinkerken and Pixey
Anne Mosley are both widely published in the field of library leadership
and management and are highly qualified to write on this topic. The book
is well researched with sources from
the management, human resources,
psychology, and library sciences disciplines.
Beginning with an overview
of change in libraries, the authors
describe how ubiquitous change is in
the field of librarianship and the surprising dearth of research published on
this topic. They go on to describe other
challenges that exist in libraries, such
as library managers who are called on
to lead change in areas other than their
own and the lack of extensive leadership training received by most library
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managers. Following this introduction
to change in libraries, the authors
address what they term “the human
factor” with an insightful discussion of
the causes of change resistance among
employees (11). They caution managers against stereotyping or making
assumptions about their employees’
resistance to change. To this point,
the authors encourage managers to
maintain a level of detachment in the
face of employee resistance to change.
The impact of organizational culture
is addressed in chapter 3 with discussions on its importance, how culture
effects change, and how to change
organizational culture over time. The
authors encourage managers to understand organizational culture before
they try to make changes.
The next two chapters address
initiating and implementing change
effectively. These are thoughtful discussions that consider important issues
such as trust, communication, empowerment, and motivation. One of the
first steps in initiating change is for
managers to communicate the need
for change to employees and, to do
that effectively, managers must have a
vision that they can share. Without that
vision, employees are often skeptical
of the need for change and will demonstrate resistance to any suggested
change. When implementing change,
the authors encourage empowerment
through the delegation of implementation details and emphasize the need
for flexibility, engagement with all levels of the organization, and constant
two-way communication. Of course,
managers cannot control all details
of an organizational change that may
affect the success of the initiative. As
noted in chapter 6, factors that can
cause delays include weather, budget
issues, bureaucracy, staff turnover, and
personalities. The authors encourage
managers to anticipate potential delays
and to keep stakeholders informed as
the initiative develops.
The ability of managers to be
effective given their personal histories
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with an organization is addressed in a
thoughtful discussion of “managerial
baggage” (109). Whether a manager is
an outsider new to the library or someone with a long tenure at the institution, a manager’s background can
affect his or her success in overseeing
organizational change. The authors
encourage managers to acknowledge
their leadership style, adapt it to new
circumstances, and address any misconceptions that may exist about their
past performance. After an organization change or initiative, assessing the change itself, as well as one’s
leadership, is important. The authors
encourage managers to incorporate
assessment activities throughout the
change implementation, not just at
its end. They suggest that managers employ a variety of techniques to
conduct the assessment, both formal
and informal. An honest assessment
of a process or of oneself as leader will
help managers become more effective
over time.
In the final chapter, the authors
address specific types of changes and
the issues that are particular to those
initiatives. These include new organizational structures, changes in space
and facilities, and vision changes.
The authors provide helpful suggestions about how these changes affect
employees, and how to gather information from and communicate with
these employees. They stress that
“employees are not an easily renewable resource” and that it is critical to
consider their needs and emotions in
any change initiative (151).
This book is well written and logically organized. The authors use anecdotes to illustrate their arguments, and
each chapter is supported with current
research on leadership and change
management. Each chapter ends with a
“Keys to Success” section that outlines
the most important points, followed by
“Thinking Exercises” that pose challenging situations and questions that
will stimulate the reader’s imagination
and creativity. This book and these

exercises would be excellent tools for
use in a leadership training program or
workshop. Each chapter also includes
a notes section, and the book ends
with a substantive list of works cited
and index. Its thoughtful exploration of
issues related to leadership and change
management would be highly valuable
to practicing managers and administrators in any library setting.—Rebecca
L. Mugridge (rlm31@psu.edu), Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, Pennsylvania
Copyright Law for Librarians and
Educators: Creative Strategies and
Practical Solutions. 3rd ed. By Kenneth D. Crews. Chicago: ALA, 2012.
192 p. $57.00 softcover (ISBN 978-08389-1092-4).
Copyright Law for Librarians and
Educators, now in its third edition,
is a complete revision of the original
published in 2000.1 Dr. Crews includes
more recent case law and presents
a fresh perspective on many of the
copyright issues librarians and educators encounter daily. The book contains eighteen chapters divided into
five broad areas of copyright: “The
Reach of Copyright,” “Right of Ownership,” “Fair Use,” “Focus on Education and Libraries,” and “Special
Features.” The chapters are focused,
well structured, and emphasize key
points, pertinent examples, and useful
strategies. The structure of the book
lends itself well to desktop reference.
A reader can easily locate a topic of
interest and quickly review it. Any
needed reference to the law or other
resources are provided in the text. This
feature can be quite useful when dealing with faculty questions requiring
quick resolution.
This book will provide a basic
understanding of copyright and the
key exceptions in the law for education
and libraries, and a practical understanding of fair use and related court
interpretations. Readers will be able
to navigate through the complexities
of the Digital Millennium Copyright
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Act and be able to construct useful
strategies to deal with the most common copyright issues encountered by
librarians and educators.2
The book begins with multiple
scenarios that depict common classroom occurrences. One example features an English literature instructor
who assigns Pride and Prejudice to
her class. To give her students a differing perspective on the novel, she
wants to show a recent film version of
the book to her class using a course
management system. After concluding
that such a showing is allowable within
fair use guidelines of the TEACH
Act, however, the instructor discovers that the DVD’s copy protection
prevents her making available clips
of the movie.3 Using this scenario,
Crews systematically examines questions related to the inherent copyright issues, including whether one can
use software to bypass copy-protected
media in cases where a fair use judgment is reached. These questions and
others are discussed in depth in the
remaining chapters of the book.
The book is structured as follows: Part 1 discusses changing needs
and copyright solutions as well as the
scope of protected works. Works without copyright protection also are discussed. Part 2 explores the duration
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and formalities of copyright. Who owns
copyright and the rights of ownership
are examined as well as exceptions to
the rights of ownership. Part 3 is dedicated exclusively to fair use. Detailed
attention is given to understanding and
applying the four factors of fair use as
well a discussion of the meaning and
intent of the fair use guidelines. Part
4 provides specific focus on education
and libraries. Distance education and
the TEACH Act are examined, as are
the special provisions granted to libraries in Section 108 of the copyright law.
Part 4 also examines the legal risks of
violating copyright and looks at how
educators and librarians can minimize
their legal liabilities. Part 5 looks at
other more specialized areas of copyright, such as the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act and unpublished works.
Special attention is given to how to
request permission to use a copyrighted work, including how to identify
the owner and advice on drafting a
request. An appendix also is provided
containing selected provisions of the
U.S. Copyright Act and some useful
check lists.
The book is thorough and concise. Its one minor flaw is that it
lacks a needed discussion of the origin
and intent of copyright in the United
States. As copyright has evolved in this

county, the law has lost sight of the
original intent of public benefit. This
discussion is necessary for a complete
understanding of copyright, particularly in light of rapidly advancing technologies.
Receiving this book for review
came at an opportune time for me. I
am beginning the design of a copyright workshop to be offered to graduate students as they prepare to write
their thesis or dissertation. I was so
impressed with the breadth of content
and organization of the book that I
plan to employ it as the key text for
the workshops. I have already used it
as a handy reference in dealing with
faculty questions, and I am working
on plans to provide copies of the book
to each academic department on campus.—Roger Weaver (weaverjr@mst
.edu), Missouri University of Science
and Technology, Rolla, Missouri
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